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Blood Wedding was written in
1932 by Federico Garcia Lorca
and had an extremely successful
first production in Madrid one
year- later, and now finds itself
given a visually stunning but ulti-
mately flawed production as the
spring theatre performance at the
Austin Arts Center's Goodwin
Theatre.
Directed by Theatre/Dance
faculty member Zishan Ugurlu
and re-set in "war-torn
Afghanistan," the production
opens with the audience follow-
ing a funeral procession into the
theatre. This was effective both
visually and aurally. However, the
next moment, in a piece of heavy-
handed foreshadowing, the
Mother, played by Saveeta
Andrea Persaud '00, is seen ritu-
alistically pulling knives from
ropes hanging from above the
proscenium. The play ends with
another heavy-handed image of
the female characters knitting
with red wool, which comes from
two massive balls of yarn which
dominate the set. The image is
taken from the poetry of the little
girls who sing "wool, red wool"
in their scene with Death, played
by Lauren Bland '05. The wool
and knitting also serve as images
of Afghani women being tied
down by domesticity. While an
interesting picture, it does noth-
ing more than to beat an already
obvious political point further
into the audience's minds.
As the Mother, Persaud is a
frantic, slightly crazed woman
and has moments of being effec-
tive in this. She also had moments
•where her voice seemed like that
of a Californian "valley girl." I
did feel badly for her as an actress
in a scene with the Bridegroom
where it was set up so that she
see BLOOD on page 17
KRISTIN KREMER
NEWS WRITER
W. Miller Brown, Dean of the
Faculty and member of the
Trinity community for nearly 40
years, will be stepping down as of
July 1. Taking his place will be
Religion Professor Frank
Kirkpatrick.
"President Painter named an
interim because he wants the fac-
ulty and trustees to look at the
role and function of the Dean of
the Faculty in the overall gover-
nance of the college," comment-
ed Kirkpatrick. Professor
Kirkpatrick is currently Dean of
the First Year program. After
serving in the position for six
years, he will be stepping down to
assume his new role.
"I don't know anyone, student
or staff that's had a bad experi-
ence with Professor Kirkpatrick.
He's very well-liked and well-
respected among the student body
and the only drawback that I can
see.is that this job will keep him
out of the classroom more than
any of us would like. I'm sure
Frank Kirkpatrick will assume the
he'll do wonderfully" said Senior
Rob Corvo.
"I really enjoyed Professor
Kirkpatrick's religion class, he's
had a lot of experience at Trinity
and will be a real asset during this
transition" said Ellen Eggebroten
'07.
The position of Dean of the
First Year Program rotates among
the faculty. The next to assume
Chuck Pratt
role of Dean of Faculty.
the title is Katharine Power.
Although Professor Kirkpatrick
will only be serving temporarily
as Dean of Faculty, Power is per-
manently assuming title as Dean
oftheFYP.
The responsibilities of the
Dean of Faculty are described by
the College to include participat-
see POWER on page 8
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With final preparations for the
178th commencement underway,
Trinity announced on April 14
that the speaker for the exercises
will be Dr. Ruth Westheimer,
renowned psychosexual therapist
and media personality. Dr. Ruth
will receive an honorary degree
from the College along with
Connecticut state treasurer
Denise L. Nappier, Edward
Cabot, former president of theRuth spoke in the Washington Room last year.
Barter is Back With Fat Chicken
STEFANIE LOPEZBOY
STAFF WRITER
Ever tried to sell your books
on Amazon and realized how
much of a hassle the whole
process can be? Well I have.
File Photo
|ake Schneider, the creator of
fatchicken.
While I'm not going to stop
doing that, I've found a great
alternative that is not only imme-
diate, but extremely accessible
and local. As his Senior Project
for Computer Science, Jake
Schneider, the Senior Class
President, designed a Web site
specifically for Trinity so that
students could post the junk and
books they no longer want to
trade or sell to other students.
Trade? What, are we back in
the Middle Ages? Don't worry,
students won't be asking to trade
that Psych book for two candles,
a flagon and a barrel of ale (wait,
why would anyone want to get
rid of a barrel of ale?) The bar-
tering concept is interesting and '
unique. How much is your stuff
worth to you? One user posting
on NCAA March Madness '04
writes on the site, "I don't like
the game and will accept any
reasonable offers ... like pogs, but
not just regular pogs, Alf pogs."
You can also choose to only
accept cash for your item, which
you would list under the "Details"
section of the post.
The beauty of the Web site is
not only its amusing name, but
also how easy it is to use. The
program can be found at
www.fatchicken.com, and it lays
everything out for you: what the
site is about, a rotating featured
item that refreshes itself each
time you access the page, links to
post an item, become a member,
login, check your account, and a
list of all the categories of items
for sale and how many items are
in each category. The only infor-
mation you are required to give is
your first and last name, your
campus phone number, and your
see FAT on page 14
Common Cause as well as visit-
ing public policy professor and
former Presidential Fellow at
Trinity, and John Meehan, presi-
dent of Hartford Hospital and a
key figure in the early planning of
the Learning Corridor.
Westheimer was one of
'roughly 20 to 30 candidates
selected by the executive commit-
tee of the Board of Trustees in
June 2003 as a potential honorary
degree recipient. These names
were then given to President
Painter and the administration
who in turn spent the rest of the
year' extending invitations to each
candidate. From the group of
those who accepted, the President
then chose the final four who
would receive degrees, based par-
tially on gender, race and profes-
sional diversity. It was then
decided which from among these
four would be chosen as
Commencement Speaker.
According to Scott Reynolds,
Secretary of the College, the
commencement speaker is chosen
based on how well known they
are and their ability to speak well
in public.
In past years speakers have
included Gary Trudeau, Stroke
Talbot and Jimmy Carter. While
Dr. Ruth was not the first person
asked to speak and in fact her
name appeared late in the process,
see SENIORS on page 9
I N S I D E
Check out what Project
Clean. Plate is doing to
ensure that Mather
pizza no longer goes
uneaten on page 6.
Find out what Campus Safely is
neglecting to tell the student
body about on page 4,
Take one last look at the class of
2004 in the Senior Spread on
pages 11 and 12.
Learn why the Network went out
last weekend before registration
on page 6.
See how Taming1 of the Shrew
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Things Left Undone ...
In a recent survey conducted by members of the Tripod staff, Tripod found that 70 percent
of NESCAG schools offer credit or some form of monetary compensation to the students who ded-
icate their time and effort to the college's newspaper. Sadly enough, Trinity is not among that
majority.
As a leading liberal arts institution, the College claims that "[it] offers extensive opportuni-
ties for combining classroom instruction with experiential learning ... Students expand their educa-
tion through intellectual conversations and campus activities." Based on this statement, clearly
advertised on the Trinity Web site, one would assume that Trinity is an institution open to student
learning outside of the classroom in an environment where students can see the benefits of their
classroom knowledge put to use. However, every time the College is presented with such an idea,
the design is shot down with little room for argument. As a liberal arts college, Trinity has shown
itself to be nothing more than a classic, by-the-book institution, unwilling to relent its strict policies
for the effort of its students.
.'I :. Each week the Tripod staff, along with other cm-campus groups such as TCERT, dedicate
time and effort beyond what the College considers "educational work" to provide a service for the
entire community, including the faculty members, professors and administrators who deem our
work unworthy of academic credit. Each week the Tripod produces a newspaper, a hardcopy proof
of our efforts and labor, yet the articles that serve to inform the professors, administrators and stu-
dents don't illustrate enough work to merit any recognition of credit.
Each week the typical Trinity student enrolled in 5 classes, attends class for approximately
13 hours, in addition to the 20-25 hours of work outside the classroom. Each week editors on the
Tripod staff spend 20 hours soliciting articles, editing articles, writing, and laying out pages. It is a
commitment considerably larger than any single class, yet as a component of "academic learning"
it holds no water. •
In its mission statement the College claims that its quest is to promote "A rigorous curricu-
lum firmly rooted in the traditional liberal arts, but one that also integrates new fields of study and
interdisciplinary approaches to learning." It openly states, "Students take increasing responsibility
for shaping their education..." — Apparently those who constructed the mission of the College are
no longer around to see its application.
Next Fall the Tripod turns 100 years-old; in the span of a century, the College has neglect-
ed to recognize the newspaper's importance as a vehicle for student opinions and a record of the
institution's history. In fact the only service the College has provided for the Tripod is inadequate
funding, no faculty guidance and limited opportunities for improvement. Each year the Tripod staff
endures the criticism and critique of its audience with little guidance toward improvement. Trinity
does not offer a journalism class for writers, an advisor to help the editors or sufficient funding to
acquire either. We are expected to perform at a level of perfection and professional journalism, but
we are never taught what that is.
As the Trinity community prepares to graduate another class, moving further into the 2 1 s t
century, the administrators need to reevaluate their commitment to the ideals paraded before
prospective students; the ideals we were hopeful for not too long ago.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT Ô lOfr-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com





Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submis-
sions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discre-
tion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 702582 E-Mail: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
Israel Often the Victim of Double Standard
To the Editor:
Professors Bauer and Pfeil
object to Professor Kassow's
defense of Israel's legitimacy as a
state, and they presumably base
that objection on the right of the
Palestinian Arabs to self-determi-
nation. But why should that
right — which Kassow admits —
preclude the right of Jewish self-
determination in Israel? A demo-
cratic one-state 'solution' in
Israel/Palestine undoubtedly has
its attractions — just as a demo-
cratic one-world government
would more generally. But when
Bauer and Pfeil urge that one-
state solution as a means of bring-
ing peace and civil polity to a
region riven by five wars in the
last half-century and in which
none of the surrounding countries
with an Arab majority practices
democracy even for its Arab
inhabitants let alone for its
'minorities' (including women),
they seem clearly to be applying a
double standard: one for Israel,




President Bush Evasive In Press Conference
To the Editor:
President Bush addressed the
nation in what started off as a
press conference, but was'more a
15-minute speech and then some
time allotted for questions and
answers. Considering that this is
the third time Bush addresses this
issue in press conference (the first
after the Sept. 11 attack, the sec-
ond before invading Iraq) makes
these same reasons, Bush seemed
to provide positive arguments, but
didn't even make an effort to
counter the arguments for which
he was at a press conference in
the first place.
When the time came to
answer questions, Bush appeared
partly unprepared, as he was
unable to answer specifically
what will happen to Iraq, why
weapons of mass destruction
Bush's address on Tuesday just rein-
forced a selfish approach of Bush's further-
ing .of his political agenda...
it clear that the president is trying
, to reassure a successful reelection
for presidency.
On Tuesday night, Bush did-
n't seem queasy in referring to the
progress in Iraq since troops were
first sent. Bush referred to the
compelling interest of the United
States in constructing a democra-
cy in Iraq, but didn't mention at
any given moment about how the
United States failed to prevent the
attacks on Sept. 11, as Clarke did
in a testimony.
The strategy used by Bush
was very effective but at the same
tune, lacking. It was effective in
the sense that he avoided points
that would make his reelection
weaker, like providing any new
initiatives for the reform of Iraq,
or talking about the still notable
isolation of the U.S. and other
nations. It was lacking because of
haven't been found yet, and what
other solutions for the war in Iraq
could have been provided.
Toward the end, Bush said
"we're making progress."
I think that it is very naive to
jump to this conclusion without
looking closely at the specifics
that make Bush's decisions on
this issue, unacceptable for many
people.
I also think that Bush's
address on Tuesday just rein-
forced a selfish approach of
Bush's furthering of his political
agenda, instead of an honest and
sincere concern for the nation.
Despite his assuring public
speaking skills, I think it's all pol-




PT applauds the community for every thoughtful submission on
the subject of Israel and Palestine. PT understands the impor-
tance of this issue, but PT now feels this discussion must move to
"Wednesdays at Mather" rather than Tuesdays in the Tripod.
The Tripod office discovers
"Indiana's" iTunes.
PT thinks that "Indiana" is
T PT's soulmate. Who is it?
EROS chalks the campus
with messages promoting
LGBT awareness.
u PT is straight but not nar-row and proud of it.
AD hosts Calypso at Trout
Brook Brewery.
If only drinking in the dorm
T • i was as cool as in a bar.
Intramural Department to
sponsor men's and women's
Tug-O-War contests with T
cash prizes on Friday.
PT foresees a tailbone
breaking disaster, but
maybe PT is just a klutz.
Two different versions of
The Taming of the Shrew were
performed back to back at
Vernon Social Center.
PT is used to having to pay
W to see people perform with
whips and chains.
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Staff Falsely Presumed Pink Writing's Point
To the Editor:
To assume that the pink writ-
ing on the Apr. 6 Tripod was a
reaction to the "racist implica-
tions" of pictures published by
"mistake" is incredibly presump-
tuous. While the Tripod's reac-
tion indicates an awareness of
issues on campus that may have
elicited such a reaction, the accu-
in fact, receive a written response
regarding this issue, apparently
the decision was made not to
share such vital information with
the Editor-in-Chief before an
accusatory and hyper-defensive
article was published, indicating a
conflict of interest that does not
benefit the Tripod staff or its
readers in any way.
While the Tripod viewed the
While the Tripod staff viewed the pink
writing as "sabatoge"... others viewed it as
an expression of clear frustration...
sation is unfounded considering
the only complaint addressed by
the pink writing was that the pic-
tures were, in fact, misidentified.
If this incident caused other
issues to surface as a result, then
those' are concerns that we must
address as a community and not
target at one individual by accus-
ing them of having an "aggres-
sive" response to a minor mis-
take.
Additionally, for the record,
the act of writing on the papers
pink writing as "sabotage" of the
work of its staff, others viewed it
as an expression of a clear frus-
tration with the lack of journalis-
tic integrity and factual accuracy
that has been displayed in several
issues of the - Tripod. In. the
future, it is advisable that mem-
bers of the Tripod, the Editor-in-
Chief in particular', be very cau-
tious about making such harsh
accusations and unfounded
assumptions that imply critical
judgments of their readers, and
took place in Mather Hall, d u r i n g t i i a t speculations of racism are
"the dinner rush1; M th'e p i l f t ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ f f i t e a responsibly among the
where all questions were staff,
answered. Apparently no Tripod
writers were present to document Sincerely,
the event or take names for fur-
ther reference. Furthermore, Alicia Diaz
while a Tripod staff member did, Class of 2006
Student Hate Crime Quieted
Safety Alerts Spur Fear of Hartford Residents, Ignore Students' Acts
SCOTT BAUMGARTNER
ONLINE EDITOR
I'm sure you've heard about
what happened in North Campus
last weekend. On Saturday night,
someone performed an obviously
well thought-out plan. A person in
North Campus hauled steaming
excrement out of the women's
bathroom on the second floor and
then proceeded to smear it (along
with a hearty portion of shaving
cream) all over the door of a
homosexual student's room.
Wait, why are you vomiting?
Haven't you become desensitized
to the misdeed by now, since
Campus Safety sent out an advi-
sory that a hate crime was com-
mitted against a Trinity student on
campus?
Oh, they didn't. Right, my
bad.
Neglecting the words of
those, like myself, who have
sought to increase the exposure
and overt stupidity and intoler-
ance of this act, Trinity has quiet-
ly swept it out of public view.
While my neighbors and I have
received assurances that the stu-
dent responsible will be expelled,
we have not seen any public,
campus-wide notification that
anything unnatural occurred on
the night of Apr. 10,2004.
I have only seen two actions
(not campus-wide) that have been
taken by the school. The day after
car broken i
this unspeakable act was commit-
ted, Samuel Johnson, the
Assistant Director of Programs
and Judicial Affairs, held a dis-
cussion in the North Campus
common room about what had
happened and what we, as stu-
dents at Trinity, could do to
improve campus life. Although
less than half the residents of the
building were concerned enough
to show up, James Stevens '05
raised a question that I feel needs
more of an address than it was
given during our dialogue last
Sunday night.
Stevens asked whether a cam-
pus-wide email would be sent out
about the incident, much like the
emails about assaults and auto
vandalism that we receive in our
inboxes from the beloved Jorge
Lugo almost weekly. He expand-
ed the question, asking why, gen-
erally, the emails sent out by
Campus Safety only warn stu-
dents about crimes carried out on
Trinity students by the Hartford
community - muggings, attempt-
ed assaults and the like.
Mr. Johnson glanced over the
question, muttering something
about giving certain areas of cam-
pus a stigma. Well, I have to say
that the answer he gave was
unsuitable.







Harvard law professor Alan
Dershowitz formulated the problem best in
a column he wrote in 2002: "If a visitor
from a far away galaxy were to land at an
American or Canadian university and
peruse some of the petitions that were cir-
culating around the campus, he would
probably come away with the conclusion
that the Earth is a peaceful and fair planet
with only one villainous nation determined
to destroy the peace and to violate human
rights.
"That nation would not be Iraq, Libya,
Serbia, Russia or Iran. It would be Israel."
For many observers of the American
campus, there is something neurotically
obsessive in the common fixation on Israel
as the source of all the world's injustices.
Two years ago, in the wake of a horrif-
ic suicide bombing of an Israeli resort
hotel's dining hall on Passover eve - a
see LEFT-WING on page 5
Private Security Takes on U.S. Mission
Thousands Supporting the Coalition Plan in Iraq Denied Government Benefits
TIM COUGHLIN
OPINIONS WRITER
Whose job is it to provide security in
Iraq? Most would assume that it was the
responsibility of the military to provide
protection to the Iraqi population as well as
the foreign contractors and aid workers. As
the unspeakable acts in Fallujab. demon-
strate, this is not the case. The role of pri-
vate companies that handle security con-
cerns in Iraq is generally downplayed, but
when closely examined shows a vast world
of privatized, unregulated military action.
Nearly a tenth of the total cost of Iraq
reconstruction is spent on. security. It is one
of, if not the single, most important con-
cern at the moment. In Iraq now there are
company slogan, they pledge to "solve the
spectrum of needs in the world of security."
Such a role seems as though it should be.
fulfilled by the government, not civilians
with guns.
These security firms operate outside of
offensive military action. I was surprised to
hear him speak of private' security special-
ists being involved in these tactical offen-
sive missions.
According to the U.S. International
Traffic in Arms Relations, which in theory
In Iraq now, there are over 6,000 armed private
security guards, all playing leading roles in the recon-
struction process.
the military, and thus are not subject to the
same rules and regulations. Despite this,
Iraq demonstrates that these firms have vir-
tually all of the same military capabilities.
There is a grey area over who regulates
the actions of these civilian contractors.
The role of private companies that handle security
concerns in Iraq... shows a vast world of privatized,
unregulated military action.
over 6,000 armed private security guards,
all playing leading roles in the reconstruc-
tion process. The question is whether these
non-governmental employees should be
the ones to enforce coalition policy.
Blackwater Security, the second largest
provider of privatized security for the
American government, • has been heavily
involved in the on-going debates. In their. >
Because of their civilian status, they are not
under the spectrum of international military
law, but they are clearly given status sepa-
ratefrom that of true civilians.
I was not fully aware of the exact roles
of these firms until speaking with a friend
who recently returned from Iraq. As a
member of the Marine Corps Fast
Company, Kevin was involved with covert,
governs these firms should not be working'
in combat zones, nor should they be doing
"mission critical" work.
How is "mission critical" work
defined? Blackwater is responsible for the
protection of Paul Bremer, the chief admin-
istrator in Iraq, If you ask me, that's pretty
important. And once again Fallujah is a
poignant example of how Iraq could defi-
nitely be considered a combat zone.
The contractors themselves are taking
upon a tremendous risk being in such dan-
gerous areas. While acting outside military
governance has its benefits, there is also a
harsh reality: if something happens, you
and your family are left out in the'cold.
These contractors are not entitled to mili-
tary benefits, which include family com-
pensation upon death. Also, there is no pro-
see CONTRACTORS on page 4
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Sticks €ind Stones:
Iraq, Racism, and Drinking: Defending Past Positions
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS COLUMNIST
Continuing the theme of things I've
been right about:
Feb. 17, 2003: Just before Iraq was
"liberated," I asserted that Bush was look-
ing for any invasion excuse he could find,
irrespective of whether that excuse was
valid or not; this excuse materialized in the
form of WMDs which, as one reporter
reminded Bush last week, Bush not only
asserted Saddam had but whose exact loca-
tion he knew. I, however, was not con-
vinced, asserting that "Dubya has been
looking for a paper-thin reason to send
some ground forces into Iraq."
Some people disagreed. In particular,
Tim Freeman '03 called my article the
most uninformed piece of writing he had
ever read. As Tim put it, "If you consider
9/11, and a regime that supports torture and
genocide[,] a paper-thin reason for war,
then I suppose you are beyond reasoning
Carmen Green '06 responded, '"As a person
who knows a fair amount of history, I have
a problem with Baker stating that European
colonists were superior to blacks." As
Green "put it simply, the white colonists
were not superior to the blacks that they
conquered because there was not a compe-
tition between blacks and whites to con-
quer each other."
Or so blacks thought. Clearly, they
were wrong, and neither their laziness nor
lack of competitive drive are an excuse for
their inferiority; indeed, they are reflec-
tions of it. Thus racists might argue ... and
as people who know a fair amount of histo-
ry are aware, thus they did argue.
Basically, I was right.
Apr. 6, 2004:1 took issue with an edi-
torial stating the government's 21+ drink-
ing age results in alcohol abuse; I agreed
with the argument but believed that ulti-
mately we are responsible for our own
alcohol abuse, not the government.
Some disagree. In particular, Matt
I'm not sure why it's ultimately the government's
fault when some of us choose unwisely.
with. It is an established fact that Saddam
Hussein played an integral part in the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks by providing Al Qaeda
with intelligence that enabled them to forge
documents and falsify identification."
And yet, a mere week after Freeman
wrote this, CNN posted art article dis-
cussing the very same issue, pointing out
how tenuous any link between Saddam and
al Qaeda actually was. As CNN put it,
"While there is evidence Iraqi officials
might have helped al Qaeda years ago, the
same case could be made for Pakistani,
Yemeni and Saudi officials." So why
invade Iraq? Seems pretty paper-thin to me.
What's even, more paper-thin, though,
is the fact that a year later we have yet to
find one actual WMD. And let us not for-
get that, despite what Freeman asserted, the
actual "reason" we went to war with Iraq
was NOT because of 9/11 but because we
wanted to "disarm" Saddam of his WMDs
— in particular, the ones that didn't exist.
Basically, I was right.
Apr. 29, 2003: As the racism debate at
Trinity began picking up steam, Jim Bisbee
'05 suggested implementing a diversity
requirement, believing that racism was the
result of ignorance and therefore could be
remedied through education.
I, however, disagreed, arguing "that
racism can be — and sometimes is —
founded within a perfectly acceptable para-
digm." I supported that statement with this
racist example: "if black people weren't
inferior, then the imperialistic white
colonists wouldn't have been able to subju-
gate their continent."
Again, some disagreed. In particular,
Kozlowski '05 wrote last week that I
"slammed the Tripod editors" and that I
"was dead wrong."
First of all, I hardly "slammed" die edi-
tors. In fact, I agreed with most of what
they said. One potential clue to this fact
was when I wrote, "I totally agree with
much of what the editorial said." The only
"slamming" was when I said I "disagree
with . the editorial's conclusion."
SLAMMED! . :•
Kozlowski asserted that I downplayed
"the myriad ways government ... con-
strains our actions." But then he only men-
tioned one way: by preventing adults from
drinking with teenagers. Would someone
please tell me when "one" became a "myr-
iad?"
At times it even seemed like Kozlowski
was agreeing with me. He asked, "Did the
law force us to go out in the woods and get
drunk? No, it didn't, but it gave most of us
two options." So he agrees that drinking
underage is a choice each of us makes. I'm
not sure why it's ultimately the govern-
ment's fault when some of us choose
unwisely.
After all, as Kozlowski wrote, many
teenagers merely choose underage drinking
"because alcohol is so damn fun." So when
my friend invites me to Bourbon Street on
the night before a test, can I blame him for
the bad grade I get when I choose Bourbon
Street over studying? I mean, Bourbon
Street is just "so damn fun."
Kozlowski concluded by saying,
"Sure[,] we're still responsible for our own
actions." So, again, he agrees with me. So
basically, I'm right.
Contractors Secure Iraq
continued from page 3
tection if taken captive, because as non-
military personnel the contractors do not
have the protection as prisoner's of war. Is
it proper for these contractors to be taking
such large risks while acting for the gov-
ernment?
I'm sure that these contractors are just
as capable and qualified as the military per-
sonnel in Iraq, but there needs to be a dis-
tinction made as to the specific roles that
are also fulfilled by these security agents. I
see the need to either bring these contrac-
tors into the military officially, or bar them
from participating in certain operations in
Iraq.
The American government is placing
itself in a compromising position having
civilians train as many as 10,000 troops. B,y
contracting out much of the technical and
training work, the military is only, further
solidifying its dependence upon private
corporations. Immediate action should be
taken to ensure that' American military
interest does not become dependent upon
their firms.
Ignoring Student Crime
continued from page 3
Every email we receive about an
assault or robbery has given a location.
Stigmas and impressions are secondary to
safety. When the discussion somehow
expanded to include the low number of
hate crimes reported by the Trinity Web site
to prospective students, I found myself
thinking that there had to be a definite
problem when the college was bypassing
honesty about the campus climate to secure
another $40,000 from an uninformed pre-
frosh.
Secondly, an email was sent out by the
from North; I wouldn't know of any others
because I was not witness to them.
I think that these emails carry more
importance than just safety. A stink was
raised earlier in the year about Trinity's
town-gown relations (and class-race inter-
action, but we won't get into that). Why are
Trinity's relations with Hartford so
stressed?
As a Trinity student, I get to spend lots
of time with friends and acquaintances who
are absolutely terrified of walking any-
where off campus (i.e. Washington Street).
However, they don't mind walking on the
... we get emails that only tell us about the Hartford
community acting violently... [but hardly] about... stu-
dents acting detrimentally towards [each]other...
Residential Fellow to the residents of
North. Although the e-mail was a step in
the right direction, the truth is that the
entire campus deserves to be notified by
Campus Safety about this recent Saturday
night revulsion and other similar crimes.
By similar crimes I mean attempted
assaults, rapes, and vandalism, including
but not limited to: chairs and tables flying
out of second story windows (to the tune of
$217), soda machines upturned and having
their cooling mechanisms killed (to the
tune of roughly $4000), fire alarms (6 at
$1000 each) and the unprovoked hocking
of an essence-of-vodka loogie into the face
of a student trying to catch some z's before
an Econ test the next morning (I was the
victim in that one, folks).
Of course, those examples are all taken
more dangerous parts of campus, as long as
the area is part of the campus.
Why, dear reader, do you think that
Trinity students are scared of the city?
Here's why: we get emails that only tell us
about the Hartford community acting vio-
lently upon the Trinity community. We
hardly hear about Trinity students acting
detrimentally towards other Trinity stu-
dents, and don't tell me that it doesn't hap-
pen.
If Campus Safety's e-mails were to
give equal bidding to both types of vio-
lence defined above, I believe that not only
would the Trinity community see Hartford
as less of an evil than it is made out to be,
but the college might convince some stu-
dents here to be pro-active in changing the
disrespectful climate on campus.
Along the .Long Walk...
to-cvwdd
da a duet with AudtwtU
"All you want is Kiener.
. — Isaac Kiener 07
"I'd love to see Professor JVirkpatrick get
down with him.
— Chris Bostock 00
"Doc iSchnieds with his gold chain.
— iShinsuke Ikeda 06
"^Winer might he as trashed as Ltida himself."
— Story Bingetiheimer 0.4
"JVLaximilian Tondro — his wardrohe puts my
naked hody to shame, and that s saying some-
thing. '
— Nick (John 07
Professor JViitzerwould try to teach Ludacris
or go on stage,
— Jackie Corhett oG
Compiled by Scott Baumgartner
Photos by Chuck Pratt







The sainted Pope Paul II said that, for
all Christians, "the Jews are our older
brothers." This statement made dialogue
between the two groups much more pro-
ductive and fraternal.
We are still waiting for a prominent
Muslim leader to declare that "the
Christians and the Jews are our older broth-
:rs," a statement which would do much to
heal deep rifts among the three Abrahamic
faiths.
There are historical reasons for this.
Marcion, the cleric who wanted to abandon
the Hebrew Scriptures ("the Old
Testament") in order to have the New
Testament alone comprise the Christian
Bible, was declared a heretic (and excom-
municated in 144 A.D.) by the Church
Fathers. They saw the New Testament (or
'New Covenant") firmly based upon its
Hebrew foundations: the Gospels of
Matthew and Luke begin with Jesus'
genealogy going back to Abraham or
Adam, all four Gospels are replete with
Thus the Quran was
revealed to correct...
the previous scriptures
O.T. quotations, especially fttom,^the
Prophets, as "proof texts," and Jesus came
to remove not "one jot or one tittle" from
the Law or "Torah" (Matthew 5:18).
The Islamic doctrine, however, is that
the Jews and the Christians once did have
perfect Scriptures given by God, but they
had "corrupted" (Arabic: taHriif) them.
Thus the Qur'an was revealed to correct,
abrogate, and supercede the previous scrip-
tures with the truth: that Mohammad's
coming was predicted in the Bible, foods
prohibited in the Hebrew Scriptures other
than pork were permissible to eat, and
Jesus was never crucified, much less resur-
rected (Qur'an 4.156—8); etc.
Thus any continuity or historicity
shared with the other two Abrahamic faiths
(which is obvious if one glances at the
Qur'an's narratives about Adam, Noah,
Moses, Aaron, Pharaoh, King Solomon, the
Queen of Sheba, Isaiah, Mary, Jesus,
Zacharia, etc.), is denied as if somewhere
along the line a historic Islamic "Marcion"
severed all connections between Islam and
historical reality.
We should all be alarmed that the eight
captured British terrorists who planned
major havoc there last week were not
involved in Al Qaeda — they were all
native-born Muslims.
Only when moderate and/or secular
...continuity ...with
the other two Abrahamic
faiths... is denied...
Muslims succeed in dispelling this
Marcionic stance from its established posi-
tion as an acceptable Islamic and Islamist
(fundamental and militant Islamic) heresy
will it be possible -for Muslims to lift the
curtain of insufferable backwardness and
bottomless despair from the 55 benighted
countries comprising the Abode of Islam
Private Malls Shut-out Urban Voices
MATT BARISON
ONLINE EDITOR
Throughout the mid 20th century, ten-
sions between Hartford's established white
community and the newly emergent black
and Puerto Rican communities had been
building. These tensions erupted in the
spring of 1968 when Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. was assassinated. The riots that
ensued left the city wrecked.
As a result, the already popular trend of
white-flight accelerated. Middle and upper-
middle class residents found their haven in
the suburbs. The lifestyle that emerged
therein was one based on ownership.
At the most basic level, ownership of at
least two cars was necessary. A myriad of
material requirements followed. In addition
to home goods, such as televisions and
dishwashers, these new residents sought to
distinguish themselves through the pur-
chase of luxury items. Ranging from
designer clothing to state of the art audio
and, later, computer systems, what one
owned largely bespoke one's membership
in the community.
These suburbanites needed a place to
shop. Beginning in the late 1950s, the mall
entered into the suburban vernacular. In the
1960s and 70s, mall construction boomed.
The pattern by now is familiar: two or
three department stores connected by an
enclosed pedestrian mall filled with small-
er shops.
Malls were a huge hit. Not only did the
concept present the individual with a near
"one stop shopping" experience, but it also
presented new avenues for leisure time.
Amenities such as food courts and seating
areas encouraged shoppers to relax within
the mall, and most major malls were affili-
ated with large movie theaters.
A typical mall was constructed in 1974
on both West Hartford and Farmington
land. It was called Westfarms. In 1982,
Christine Cologne sued Westfarms.
Cologne, a representative of the National
Organization for Women, wished to solicit
signatures from mall patrons in regard to
the proposed Equal Rights Amendment.
However, her request was denied by the
her rights to free speech under the
Connecticut Constitution had been violat-
ed. The State Supreme Court ruled that
although the mall was a place where many
residents gathered, it was nevertheless pri-
vate property, and thus its owners could
dictate the free speech policy therein.
The key question addressed by this
case was whether or not the suburban shop-
ping mall constituted a public forum. Had
Cologne attempted to acquire signatures in
Bushiiell Park, her actions would have
been constitutionally protected. Most state
courts have followed the precedent set in
Cologne, including New York,
Pennsylvania, Minnesota, and Iowa.
Exceptions to the Cologne decision are
few and are narrowly tailored. For instance,
suburban malls, the free speech guarantees
found in the former are often absent in the
latter. Free speech is, beyond a doubt, fun-
damental to active and involved citizenry.
The minority voice calling for change and
looking for support is, or perhaps should
be, the root of our democracy.
Hartford's community is economically
and socially caught in a cycle of dashed
expectations. These people have a voice.
But what good is a voice if it can not be
heard? Suburban malls in Conn, filter out
these voices, leaving only those of the most
corporate and uncritical in nature.
Although Westfarms opens its doors to
generally popular causes such as The
United Way and American Red Cross,
those doors are slammed shut in the faces
in Washington and Massachusetts, access
to malls is restricted for individuals seeking
the signatures required to be on election
ballots.
The two states most expansively inter-
preting the right to free speech are
California and New Jersey. Both have ruled
that access to regional shopping malls for
expressive activity must be.' permitted. In
all instances where states have ruled in
favor of free speech, they have granted the
mall owners discursion in determining rea-
sonable time and place restrictions on such
activity. So even these victories are partial,
because they only protect free speech of the
most docile nature.
This is troubling. Whereas traditional
of smaller groups and individual activists.
For individuals seeking access to the
ballot and thus the political system, such
prohibitions significantly hinder our repre-
sentative democratic process. Further,
organizations without adequate funds to
purchase airtime in the mass media are
denied access to crucial audiences on yet
another front. \
If the malls are the only site of commu-
nity mixing in the suburbs, their foreclo-
sure to free speech activities silences poor
and dissident voices. Privatization should
not be accepted with such great costs.
Although Westfarms is just four miles from
downtown, the cries and the crusades of
Broad and South Main Streets will never be
mall administration. Cologne claimed that urban public forums have been replaced by heard within its walls.
Left-wing Outrage Reserved for Jews
continued from page 3
"martyrdom operation" approved by
Shaykh Ahmad Yassin and which claimed
more than 20 Jewish celebrants of the
Passover dinner - the Israeli Army was
ordered into the Palestinian West Bank in
an operation dubbed "Defensive Shield."
In one town, Jenin, rumors soon appeared
in the western press of a "massacre," with.
Palestinian sources reporting over 500
innocent dead civilians, and entire neigh-
borhoods bulldozed into rubble, with inno-
cent occupants mowed down in their own
homes.
The hue and cry from Europe and the
campus activists of America constituted an
orgasm of anti-Jewish vitriol. On this cam-
pus the e-mails were fast and furious.
VOID was outraged.
Two months later, after a United
Nations team investigated Palestinian
claims, the U.N. issued a report saying
there was no massacre in Jenin. All told, 23
Israeli soldiers and 52 Palestinians - half of
these armed militants - died in Jenin, and
no neighborhoods were razed.
No VOID e-mails then.
Two weeks ago, a U.N. human rights
organization pronounced that the 14-month
old methodical campaign against non-
Arabs by Arab Sudanese in the "Western
Sudan to be an act of "ethnic cleansing."
No e-mails, no hand wringing, and no
campus forum to discuss the slaughter of
Sudanese by Arabs.
Last week, the U.S. Army entered
Fallujah to "avenge" the barbaric murder of
four contract civilian U.S. citizens, whose
bodies were mutilated and then hung on a
bridge. Reports indicate that over 600 inno-
cent Fallujis have been killed in the pitched
urban battles between Sunni insurgents and
while remaining silent about the far worse
abuses committed by other countries. If he
were to ask a student about the abuses com-
mitted by other countries, he would be told
(as I have been): "You're changing the sub-
ject. We're talking about Israel now." This
reminds me of an incident from the 1920s
involving then-Harvard president A.
Lawrence Lowell. Lowell decided that the
number of Jews admitted to Harvard
I applaud my colleague Sam Kassow for identifying
the anti-Semitic duck of Trinity s self-righteous leftist
community for what it is.
American forces.
No e-mails. No VOID events.
When Israel assassinated Shaykh
Ahmad Yassin - the visionary feminist who
granted women the right to blow them-
selves up (as long as they killed Jews) - our
campus leftists were beside themselves
transmitting e-mails declaring that Yassin
(who once called Jews "the brothers of
apes") was a great Palestinian leader, a
visionary, a hero, and a resistance martyr.
Wrote Professor Dershowitz about our
intergalactic traveler: "Our visitor would
be perplexed to hear the excuses made by
university professors and students for why
they are prepared to delegitimate Israel
should be reduced because "Jews cheat."
When a distinguished alumnus, Judge
Learned Hand, pointed out that Protestants
also cheat, Lowell responded, "You're
changing the subject; we're talking about
Jews.-"
My colleague Sam Kassow lias been
castigated recently for making a simple
observation: if it looks like a duck, quacks
like a duck, and walks like a duck - it is a
duck. I applaud my colleague Sam Kassow
for identifying the anti-Semitic duck of
Trinity's self-righteous leftist community
for what it is. To single out Israel against
the backdrop of all these other human
tragedies is plain and simple Judeophobia.
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Creators of WesMatch, a pop-
ular compatibility program devel-
oped by Wesleyan College stu-
dents, have accused the Yale
College Council of stealing the
code and design for their own
dating service, called YaleStation
Degrees.
According to a Mar. 30 news
release on the WesMatch site,
entitled "Yale College Council
Bestows Upon WesMatch
Sincerest Form of Flattery," the
creators of WesMatch have sent a
cease and desist letter to Yale
President Richard Levine
demanding that Yale remove the
site.
Specifically, the news release
outlined " 16 multiple-choice
questions copied nearly or literal-
ly verbatim from WesMatch as
well as 10 others with modified
answers, numerous similar site
features, HTML and JavaScript
code lifted directly from
WesMatch, and an identical ques-
tionnaire design."
The Yale College Council had
expressed interest in paying the
$250 design pJus $1500 per
semester licensing fees to join the
WesMatch' network. Williams,
Colby, Bowdoin and Oberlin
Colleges have all joined the
WesMatch network since it
launched in April 2002.
WesMatch gave a guest user-
name and password to Elliott
Mogul, president of the Yale
College Council, to preview the
site.
A week later, YaleStation
Degrees launched, and WesMatch
co-creator Dan Stillman gained
access to the site through a friend
at Yale after reading about the site
and recognizing very similar fea-
tures, according to the Apr. 2 Yale
Herald.
This prompted contact with
an attorney and the subsequent
demand that Yale cease and desist
posting Wesmatch's copyright
material.
In response, Yale removed the
survey section of YaleStation
Degrees. Mogul who, told the
Herald that "the only thing we
have in common with WesMatch
is that we are both dating servic-
es," later expressed concern, ydth,
see WESLEYAN on page 9
EILEEN FLYNN
MANAGING EDITOR
This past week Trinity hosted
a successful attempt at the Clean
Plate Project, sponsored by
Chartwells and Trinity's Green
Campus organization. This proj-
ect focuses on the excess waste
produced by students taking more
food than they will eat in Mather
Hall.
According to Vickie Kong '05
thousands of pounds of food are
wasted each week because stu-
dents take food they will not eat.
This food is then replenished at
the station in the dining hall, but




through ConnPIRG, at the begin-
ning of the semester. Ideas for-
mulated for how to go about
doing this. Kong explained that
"our original plan was to reduce
the waste by alerting students
with signs/photos around Mather,
a Tripod article, food waste chart
etc.," until the group "decided to
officially launch the Project for
the month of April, because earth
day is Apr. 22."
Intense planning began in
March, when the group decided
to hold a raffle for those who had
Edward Taraskewich
Sarah Thiede '06 and Chelsea King '06 show off their plates.
a clean plate. The first day of the
event was Monday, Apr. 5, when
Green Campus students set up a
table outside the tray drop-off
area. The raffle prizes were part-
ly sponsored by Chartwells, who
bought a gift certificate to the
Trinity bookstore and a $50 cer-
tificate to Best Buy.
Green Campus also asked
Hartford restaurants to contribute
certificates, and was able to con-
vince Timothy's, Vito's by the
Park, Alchemy Juice Bar, Ichiban,
Black Byed Sally's and Hot
Tomatoes.
Edward Taraskewich,
Director of Dining Service, sum-
marized the event as "[making]
awareness, [reducing] the amount
of food and [helping] the commu-
nity."
He continued, "The money
that is saved goes back into the
community."
Kong explained the work
done by Green Campus, saying
"We made flyers to post around
Mather and then info sheets to
leave on the tables to describe
project clean plate, it's mission,
including info about the raffle and







Recent network problems in addition to
the network outage that began Friday Apr.
• 9, has caused frustration for students per-
sonally and academically. SGA elections,
scheduled to take place last Wednesday
Apr. 14, were rescheduled for Apr. 21 due
to network problems. In addition, the out-
age last weekend caused many students to
be apprehensive for the upcoming registra-
tion period.
Registration is always difficult for stu-
dents - there is the issue of appointment
times, Students with later appointment
times have less of a chance of getting into
. . • ' • - • Chuck Pratt
Students Worried the network outage
would interfere with registration.
classes that they want. Times also range
from 7:20 a.m. to 5:40 p.m., which can
prove to be difficult depending on indi-
vidual class schedules. The system
going down last week only made the
entire process more complicated for stu-
dents who needed to register when the
network was glitched. This was espe-
cially frustrating to rising seniors who
were expecting their registration this
year to be smooth due to their privilege
of being first to register.
While much of what students had to
say when the Internet was down
involved cursing technology and/or jok-
ing that they "actually had to walk next
door and knock" on the doors of friends,
there was also some general discontent
with the registration process. "I've
always had trouble getting classes since
my freshman year. Just as I thought
signing up for my senior classes was
going to be easier, I have no Internet.
Thank you Trinity," said Jane Li '05.
Others said that their only problem
with registration was the pressure to
enroll as soon as possible to get into a
class. Students mentioned bringing lap-
tops to class to register during a lecture
if that's when their times were sched-
uled.
In general, students stated that regis-
tration is normally pretty simple, aside
from problems that would come up reg-
istering for classes at any institution.
• ...'. see SGA on page 7
Hamilton: The Merck/American Association for the Advancement
of Science Undergraduate Science Research Program has awarded
the College $60,000 for its outstanding undergraduate research pro-
grams. The award will primarily pay for student research stipends
over the next three years beginning this summer. The remainder will
go towards programs and activities that might foster interaction
between the chemistry and biology departments. The AAAS is the
world's largest general scientific society with 265 affiliates and 10 mil-
lion individuals.
Bowdoin: First year students Max Goldstein and Ruth Morrison were
among those asked to leave a Florida conference area in which President
George W. Bush was to speak. Shortly before the date of the speech, the
students had been in Gainesville, Fla. attending a conference entitled
Project Democracy. Though the students showed up with tickets to see
Bush speak, they were also wearing T-shirts which read "Some Things
Were Never Meant To Be Recycled: Defeat Bush, Save Our Future."
The local sheriff's office maintains that the students were asked to leave
because they would not take their seats, though one of the students insist
that the word "seat" was never once used.
Amherst: On Apr. 13, students voted for a second time on an Honor
Code after the process of the first vote was deemed faulty. The first
online voting booth was discovered to have a defective link which was
intended to show the actual text of the proposed Honor Code, but
did not. The results of the second vote showed that a majority of stu-
dents who voted saw the need for an Honor Code, passing 327-138.
With the support of the students, the Honor Code's possibilities of
being a remedy to cheating and plagiarism will now depend on fac-
ulty approval. The decision might require incoming students to sign
a Code of Conduct.
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SGA Election Postponed
Due to Server Breakdown
Internet Outage Causes Student Concern and Dismay
Courtesy of Help Desk
Jason Luis is the head of the student
computing help desk.
continued from page 6
"Sometimes the software doesn't recognize
your prerequisites," said Mike Sollami,
'07, "But if there is a problem I usually go
straight to the registrar's office and it's
fine."
was assigning IP addresses that weren't
within the Trinity network," said Scott
Baumgartner, '07, a staff member of the
computer help desk.
Another issue brought up by the prob-
lem with the server last week was that of
SGA elections. This year is the first that
voting for SGA officers and senators will
take place online. Due to the network prob-
lems last week, elections have been post-
poned and will take place this Wednesday,
Apr. 21. Voting can be done online from 9
a.m. to midnight: emails will be sent out to
students. There will also be computers set
up at Mather Lobby and at the Bistro from
9 a.m.- 7 p.m., where students can vote
there as well.
SGA members commented that they
are uncertain as to how the online voting
will go.
"I'm all about turnout," said Isaac
Goldstein, '05, who is running for SGA
President. "SGA has tended to move away
from the student body in the past, but if this
brings them closer and with more voter
"SGA has tended to move away from the student body
in the past... if this brings them closer and with more
voter turnout, then I'm all for it." - Isaac Goldstein '05
The computer center staff said the
problem was related to the DHCP server,
the server that assigns IP addresses to indi-
vidual computers. "When you log onto the
Trinity network, your computer contacts
the DHCP server and you are assigned an
IP address. Basically what happened was
that there was a blockage that went
between the computers and the DHCP
server. Computers were trying to contact
the server to get addresses, but the DHCP
turnout, then I'm all for it."
"I believe that our decision to imple-
ment this innovative electronic voting sys-
tem will drastically increase voter partici-
pation," Hamza Chaudary '06, who is also
running for SGA president, commented,
"Now all students have to do is log on like
they would to check their email and select
the candidates they would like to see repre-
sent them, as well as lead our college to
new heights."
Clean Plate Project Raises
Awareness of Food Waste
continued from page 6
how to enter the raffle."
Junior Liz Welsh mentioned, "I thought
the Clean Plate Project seemed like a good
idea. It definitely seemed like a worth-
while thing to be pursuing ... I'm general-
ly pretty good about being a member of the
clean plate club !" ,
Patricia Allen '05 commented,
"Though it doesn't happen often, it's
refreshing to see that there still are some
social/environmental awareness initiatives!
on the campus ... I could definitely tell that
the Clean Plate Project in. Mather had
good intentions, though it's still disap-
pointing to see that monetary incentive in
the form of a raffle was necessary to induce
many of the students to go ahead and actu-
ally clear their plates."
She did mention, as well, "It's hard not
to be wasteful sometimes in Mather
because, hey, it's often hit or miss ...but I
do hope that they at least considered the
issue."
This project is a "company initiative to-,
reduce the amount to wasted food," accord-
• ing to Taraskewich. He knows that the
project has met with great success at other
institutions and looks forward to, and has
high hopes for, next year's'effort.
SGA Elections Postponed
Wednesday, Apr. 21, Trinity's first student electronic balloting will
take place between 9 a.m. and midnight. Check your email on
election day for more information. There will also be computer
stations available from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. in Mather Lobby and the
Bistro.
Pilger Named Soccer Coach
Michael. Pilger, formerly the coach of the Case Western Reserve
University men's soccer team, and the Cleveland Crunch of the
Major Indoor Soccer League, will replace Ed Mighten as the head
coach of men's soccer. Pilger coached the Kenyon College men's
soccer team between 1988 and 1991, and led the ailing program to
the Division III Championships in 1990 and 1991, the same years
he was named the NCACC coach of the year.
Campus Safety Report:
The following incidents occurred from Apr. 9 to Apr. 15:
•Several students reported stolen Trinity College identification
cards. These incidents occurred in the Cave Patio, the Ferris
Athletic Center and in common areas of residence halls and in all
cases the ID's were left unattended.
•There were several reports of vandalism in Elton, North
Campus and Hansen Hall. Campus Safety is investigating and wel-
comes any information regarding vandalism in Trinity College res-
"•A vehicle was stolen from the rear lot in the Ferris Athletic
Center. Campus. Safety and the Hartford Police are investigating
this incident. At this time there are no suspects or witnesses to this
crime and the investigation is ongoing.
•Several fire alarms were received during this time period. The
reasons continue to be: pulled shunts (false alarms), burnt food in
dorm rooms, smoking issues and.leaving appliances on too long.
•Members of the Trinity Community using Allen Place are asked
to use caution especially when exiting the North Campus or High
Rise parking lots. Visibility on Allen Place is being hindered by cars
parked illegally on both sides of the street, Campus Safety investi-
gated one accident during this time period and observed several
near miss incidents. : . ' • . ' . ; '•,•••'
Incidents of particular importance have been identified and list-
ed above. .
laraskewicli
Victoria Kong '05 displays clean plates in Mather Dining Hall.
GOING AWAY TO SCHOOL IS ONE THING
Getting Your stuff There is Another..
Sneeiaijze
In Packing m
•k Custom crating and packing
* Pick-up service
•k Insurance, to $100,000
* Shipping from 1 to 1,000 pounds •
including overnight delivery
* Packaging supplies - tees, tape,
peanuts; custom- molded foam
AND MOVINQ CENTER
199 Adams Street, Manchester 645-8200
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Power Steps in as the New Dean of the First Year Program
continued from page 1
ing in the overall planning for the
college; developing and evaluat-
interim Dean of Faculty be some-
one familiar with the school with
strong experience. The position
is a very signifi-
cant one and
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Kirkpatrick will





• ' r e l a t i o n s h i p
Chuck Pratt v
between the rac-
Power assumes Dean of FYP for the Fall. u j ty ancj t h c
ing academic programs; recruit-
ing and evaluating faculty mem-
bers; monitoring the instructional
budget; and supervising the
library, registrar's office, faculty
grants office, office of informa-
tion technology, Trinity's Rome
and San Francisco campuses, and
three associate deans. •
Many faculty members are
very encouraged by the idea of
President-elect James Jones Jr.
having the opportunity to fill a
position as significant as the Dean
of Faculty.
It is equally important that the
administration here at Trinity. It
will be an important tool for him
during his first year as President
of the College as he begins gets a
feel for the place." As a well
liked and experienced member of
the faculty, there is no better per-
son to help guide President Jones
through the coming year.
The faculty has made it clear
how important the background of
the Dean of Faculty is. The
Dean's department or area of
expertise will influence some of
the decisions that are made about
issues such as academic programs
or grant evaluations. So when
asked what they were hoping for
in a new Dean of Faculty, many
professors agreed that they would
like to see someone who would
put more focus and make more of
an investment into their depart-
ment.
It is for this reason that the
candidate selected must be well
rounded and have some connec-
tion with each of the departments
at Trinity. However, the most sig-
nificant quality that faculty mem-
bers are looking for in a new
leader is approachability. The
more approachable and friendly
the new Dean of Faculty is, the
better the relationship will be
with the faculty.
Overall it will be a very care-
ful selection process with a num-
ber of components.
As Professor Kirkpatrick fills
in during this transition,
Katharine Power will be taking
over as Dean of the First Year
Program. Professor Power is cur-
rently a professor of Theater and
Dance, the director of the
InterArts program, a member of
the First Year Council and serves
on the First Year Coordinating
Committee.
She has also spent much of
the year as Associate Dean of
Faculty. "She understands how
critically important students'
first-year experience is and brings
to the First Year deanship a
wealth of relevant experience
with a wide range of curricular
al professor, easy to talk to and
that faculty will relate to him
well," said Junior Alexis
Schweizer.
While Kirkpatrick temporari-
ly holds the deanship, a search
will begin for a new Dean of
Faculty. As the position is for a
second ranking officer of the col-
lege and its chief academic offi-
issues" said Brown.
Powers will continue to hold
the position of Associate
Academic Dean along with her
new title.
To assist Katharine Power
with the responsibilities of the
FYP such as faculty recruitment
and program innovation and















do a great job






been very posi- C n u c k P m t t
tive from both Kirkpatrick assumes Dean of Faculty July 1 .
students and faculty. "I think cer, the search process will be
Professor Kirkpatrick is someone
who will bring integrity and a
sense of commitment to the job
and will work closely with the
new president so that they can
together for ma smooth transition
for the new year and new presi-
dency. I think he's a very person-
very thorough.
With this being his first year
at Trinity, President Jones will
have the perfect opportunity to
prove his understanding of the
College by appointing a new fac-
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(deluding the Province of Quebec) and 'students residing ON A STUDENT .VISA in these Dligible jurisdictions who are eighteen |18) years of
Sjje or older es of Merdi'15,2004. LIMIT: 0ns entry per person. All entries must be received oi postmarked by June 15, 2004, For additional
eligibility restrictions and instructions to enter, see the complete Official Rules, available at Kaplan centers and on-campus sites in the U.S.
• and Canada, online at kaptesLcam/giveaway, or by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to "Grad School" Giveaway, 1440 Broadway.
Sf Floor, New Yc*, NY 10018. Thirteen (13) winners mill be selected from all eligible entries received In a random drawing to be held on
or about "August 9, 2004. Odds of winning depend on total number of eligible entries received. Participation in this promotion constitutes
entrant's (till and unconditional agreement to and acceptance of the complete Official Rules. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED, TAXED OR
OTHERWISE RESTRICTED. If you do not wish to receive notice of future Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions promotions, contact us at Kaplan
lest Prep and Admissions, Marketing Department, 1440 Broadway, 8" Floor, New York, NY 10018.
Who! is your next step?.
Have yojy thought about graduate school in Boston? j
1 , * * - < ! * " Our Advantages:
• Northeastern University has been top ranked
by US News & World Report far universities
that integrate classroom learning with real-
woild experience.
• Innovative and expanded scholarship and
financial aid opportunities for full and part-
time programs.
• Industry Focused faculty wiih strong
professional connections.
• Ground breaking programs that access Boston's
top businesses and cultural organizations.
NU offers a range of innovative full and part-time masters and








Most part-time masters programs are,
Health Sciences, Pharmacy, Nursing,
School Counseling
Humanities & Social Sciences
Education, Journalism
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Seniors Show Mixed Wesleyan Holds Rights to Code
Reaction to Speaker
continued from page 1
she was chosen based on her past
success as a speaker at Trinity.
Sharon Herzberger, Vice
President of Student Services, is
very excited about this year's
choice commenting that, "Dr.
Ruth has spoken to packed audi-
ences in the Washington Room
twice, in recent years — perhaps
we didn't learn all she could teach
us on the first occasion! She is
witty, informed, loves to interact
with students and answer their
every question." This positive
view of choosing her was
expressed in the press release
which stated that Westheimer,
twice honored College Lecturer
of the Year, will likely use her
"colorful educational and career
paths" as background for her
address.
It is this logical prediction
however, that is the source of
unrest for many members of the
senior class. A forum on the
Daily Jolt revealed mixed feel-
ings about the choice ranging
from characterizing her as not
being "an amazing academician"
whose "appeal lives in her
unorthodox, grandmotheresque-
approach to sexuality," to calling
her a woman who is "smart,
funny, and has done a lot to get
rid of sexual repression in our
culture."
Senior Erika Dahlen com-
mented that her family is "a little
nervous about my six year old
niece picking up the word penis
from her aunt's graduation
address." •
Reggie St. Germain '04 stated
that he felt the choice was "entire-
ly inappropriate ... I just feel that
there are so many more qualified
people that could have been cho-
sen. Is it a Trinity College
Commencement or a talk-show?"
Others • seniors commented
positively such as Miriam Kurien
who commented "I think that it is
pretty amusing that Dr. Ruth is
going to be our commencement
speaker; I just have no idea what
she will talk about that relates to
our graduation and it may also be
a bit awkward sitting next to
grandparents while we listen to
her talk about penises."
Among her many current
endeavors, Dr. Ruth is an Adjunct
Professor at NYU, an Associate
Fellow of Calhoun College at
Yale University in addition to
maintaining her private practice
and syndicated column "Ask Dr.
Ruth."
She will speak at this year's
commencement to be held at 11
a.m. on Sunday May 16, on the
main quad.
continued from page 6
the similarities.
To illustrate the striking simi-
larity in design between the two
sites, WesMatch has posted pic-
tures of both sites' survey sec-
tions set side by side. The colors
match, and the layout differs only
in the masthead.
"WesMatch seems to have a
real case here," said Chris
Bostock '06, who helps run
Trinity's Daily Jolt. "The interest-
ing question that it raises is to
what is treated as public domain?
... Developers help each other out
all the time by sharing code;
that's how the web developed so
fast and projects such as Linux
are a testament to the power of
many programmers working in
consort."But, Bostock added,
"Yale seems to have out-and-out
stolen the material ... I think
WesMatch would win in court."
Reaction at Yale, according to
the Herald, was mixed. Though
some students were appalled at
the alleged copyright infringe-
profit," Steven Shadman '06, was
quoted as telling the Herald. "It
Undergraduate Regulations do
not outline or condemn plagia-
There's a sense of pride with the fact
that it originated at our school."
- Elizabeth Chuck'04, Wesleyan Argus
was done to provide a service that
the majority of Yalies participated
in and enjoyed."
Under federal law, however,
profit is not required as an
infringement of copyright law. A
copyright owner has the exclusive
rights, among others, to repro-
duce and modify Ms or her work
according to FindLaw.com. Thus,
the modification of the WesMatch
site that Yale is accused of would
be illegal regardless of the profit
or lack thereof.
The Yale Daily News pub-
lished an editorial on Apr. 5
encouraging the University to
take action to resolve the dispute,
and "to hold any students respon-
sible for the alleged theft to the
"Although it may have been question-
able, this wasn't done for profit."
- Steven Shadman '06, Yale Student
ment, others did not find the inci-
dent to be so egregious.
"Although it may have been
questionable, this wasn't done for
same standards of discipline that
would apply to any Yale student
who plagiarizes."
The Yale College
rism in any context other than that
of academic integrity, though this
offense is typically responded to
with punishment ranging from a
year of suspension to permanent
expulsion.
However, the section of the
regulations that specifically
addresses this topic, "Appendix
F: Cheating, Plagiarism, and
Documentation," ends broadly:
"You are at Yale to study the work
of others in order to learn to think
for yourself. If you follow that
principle you will never cheat or
plagiarize."
Wesleyan students "were
pretty surprised when they found
out that Yale had so blatantly
copied WesMatch," said
Elizabeth Chuck '04, Editor-in-
Chief of Argus, Wesleyan's stu-
dent newspaper.
"There's a sense of pride with
the fact that it originated at our
school," said Chuck. She added
that the expansion of WesMatch
to other schools was well
received, but that Yale's apparent




Full-time, part-time and summer positions are
coming in to Trinity Recruiting daily. There's still
time to get a good entry level or summer job
before the semester ends! Log on to Trinity
Recruiting at http://trincoll.erecruiting.coni.
We're here to help if you need us!
©INFORMATION
Communications Careers
Come meet Christine Ragasa'98 and
learn more about careers in media,
public relations and
corporate communications.
Christine is the Assistant Director of
Publicity for Hyperion Books, a
division of the Disney/ABC
Network, and former Publicist at
Little, Brown and Company and
Bulfinch Press.
How to Use Slimmer to get a
Jump Start @n Yoyr J®§» Seareit
Come meet Peter Ryan'84 and find out how to
use the summer to get a jump start on your job
search.
He will offer practical advice and tips that will
prepare you to hit the ground running in the-fall.
Even if you still don't know exactly what you
want to do after graduation, you dont want to
miss this opportunity to learn more about job
search strategies that really work..





What Y@u m@md to
Submit Your MMCAS
AMCAS is the centralized application service for candidates applying to rnedical
school. This is the first information about you that medical schools review. The
AMCAS Instruction Booklet is 59 pages of important minutiae printed in small
font. At minimum, an error in your AMCAS application can delay the date your
information is received by rnedical schools. A mistake in your AMCAS application
can eliminate you for consideration.
ACHP members will:
' give you tips on how to successfully complete
che AMCAS application. *diseuss strategies for
addressing narrative questions,









Department of Music presents^
Chamber Music Ensembles k i Private Lessons Recital
Enjoy an afternoon of music performed by student
instrumentalists and vocalists enrolled in the Music
Department's Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons
programs,
When; 3:00 pm






TO-BE AND TO HAVE (ETRE BT AVOIR)
SUN, APE. 11TH @ .2:30 & 7:30
MON, TUE, WED, THU,
APR 12, IS, 14, 15, @ 7:SO
BIG FISH
PRI, APR. 16TII @ 0:55
SAT, APR. 17TII @ 2:30, 9:55 PO-13
THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS
PRI, & SAT, APR. 16TH & 17TH @ 7:30
SUN, APR. 18TH @ 2:30 & 7:30
MON - THU, APK. 19TH - 22ND-® 7:30
MYSTIC RIVER
VRl, APR. 23KD % 7:30
SAT, APR. 24TH § 2:30, 7:30
f
t
A p r i l 23 - 2 5 t h
Be sure to check the
exchange and the






OSACCs Every Friday Movie Trip
Roundtrip transportation to Crown Palace Theaters
and a movie ticket for only
$6!
Sign up at Mather Front Desk by 8 pm on Friday's










Historical Fact? Or the Greatest
Novel Ever Sold
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.Junior Fills trie's Itoolos ffhough With ^n Less
JAMES STEVENS
"RELATIONSHIP EXPERT"
During the past few weeks some of you
have probably been unable to determine
what to do when it comes to love. The
notable absence of Brie Schwartz's column
has caused many a first-year to try the
time-tested method of getting drunk, wan-
dering into their crush's room, next door
neighbor's room or random bathrooms
around Trinity and passing out in an
attempt to get some action. Let me assure
you, ladies and gentlemen, that this rarely
works. But, I don't blame you for trying.
What are the romantically challenged sup-
posed to do without the helpful advice of
someone wise in the ways of the woo? So,
Brie asked me to fill in for her this week
while she writes another article for this sec-
tion. Hopefully I'll be able to ensure that.
"everyone has a successful Spring Weekend
(or at least stop people from passing out in
my bathroom).
The key to making a Spring Weekend
romance work is to forget about making a
Spring Weekend romance work. Lets face
it, both you and your crush will be stagger-
ing around like drunken bison in heat and
will probably end up making out with
strangers, roommates, TAs and maybe even
a Chartwells employee. I'm not going to
go into the four stages of getting over see-
ing the person you've wanted all year mak-
ing out with your best friend, but instead
focus on making Spring Weekend a roman-
tically fulfilling one (and giving you the
skills' to get back at your roommate by
making out with his or her younger sib-
ling.)
Tip #1 : Dress for success. No one
likes grungy-ass kids who wear hoodies
and frayed jeans. So, when preparing your
Spring Weekend outfit, remember these
two words and you'll be rolling in it:
popped collar. This tip applies to both guys
and girls. You cannot go wrong with the
popped collar and anyone who tries
to tell you differently is definitely <f" ' "•''•
a loser. With your collar popped, £
you'll immediately be able to dis- *(':,
tinguish the hots from the nots and * ^
the mingling will ensue. (Special tip dj
for the ladies: Short skirts and low cut
tops are always appropriate, especially if
they are low cut tops with popped collars.
If anyone calls you a skank, they're obvi-
ously fat.)
Tip #2: If you think you can pull it off,
tell the dumb or more intoxicated first-
years that you're Ludacris (this will be
especially effective if you're an African-
American male. But if "you're not, that
shouldn't discourage you from trying). If
the bait isn't taken, you can always play the
pun card and say, "Get it, I'm ludicrous for
saying that." I realize that there must be a
high level of intoxication for this to work,
which is why I'm so sure this is a shoe-in
for the best pick-up line during Spring
Weekend. If you don't get booty with this
line then you've probably done something
else wrong (like not popping your collar.)
Tip #3: Impress the guy or girl of your
dreams with feats of strength. For those
libationally inclined, chugging several
beers and crushing the empty cans on your
head is sure to draw positive attention. If.
you've already consumed a fair amount of
potent potables then your other option is to
wrestle someone. A buddy, the person
'^'\ you're trying to get on, an angry
>?. stranger or a security guard all make
;>5 good choices for the hot wrestling
£** action. While I don't necessarily rec-
ommend the latter two options, if you
think you can win, go for it (but don't
expect other security officers not to break
street code and "jump in.") Personally, I'd
go for the wrestling with your crush. I
know every time I'm bodyslammed I have
the intense urge to make-out with the per-
son who just dropped me on the ground,
and I'm pretty sure everyone else feels the
same way.
Tip #4: Stand next to the hottest per-
son you can find and say to him or her, "I
would be making out with you right now if
I wasn't totally housed." Your use of the
super cool slang phrase "getting housed"
will not only make you look really rad, but
your restraint will make you seem very
responsible. Later on, you will be able to
use this responsible, yet super cool, image
to coax your crush into driving in your
SUV to the other side of campus. You'll
have plenty of time to bond when you hit a
parked car on Summit Street and are wait-
ing for the cops to come. (Want to make
the "date" more exciting? Flee the scene of
the crime and you'll look even cooler,
especially if you throw in'references to
"daddy's lawyers.") •;•••.. ,
Well, I hope these tips for finding your
one true love help to make Spring Weekend
a successful one. Remember, if the above
tips don't work, you're probably ugly, for-
got to shower, or hitting on a tree or a
garbage can.
If you really run out of ideas and none
of these things seem to be working, do not,
under any circumstances pay for anyone to
get into the concert. This will not be
endearing but, instead, will cause you to be
labeled as a sucker for paying TCAC $10
to see a half-assed show where the main act
probably won't even deign to appear.
Besides, all the fun is going to be outside of
the security wall where the booze will flow
freely, the wrestling will be unhampered by
concert security and where I will be chillin'
wit' my homies, telling people I'm
Ludacris.
Around Trimly
AT is aware ofATDs paltry offering this week. However, AT
guarantees a much better survey of Trinity stupidity next
week. And if you need to ask why that is than you really
shouldnDt be at this school any longer.
Girls DonOt Really Like Porn
AT has it on good authority that there was a big party in a
certain freshman dormitory on Saturday night. While par-
ties are certainly not unusual, the featured theme of this
party was porn. AT would like to give props to those hosting
the party and those in attendance, as all were sure to have
smooched someone at some point during the evening. After
all, who needs Calypso when youDve got Sex in the City with
an all male cast?
Whoa There Tiger
AT was walking around the Summit dormitories Saturday
when AT heard someone screaming. AT was initially con-
cerned, but then realized that said individual seemed to be
enjoying themselves. Immensely. With that, AT would like
to remind everyone to please keep their windows shut while
engaging in pleasurable activities.
Not Exactly Casanova
AT was walking along the LSC quad on Friday evening when
AT noticed two young men imbibing alcohol and playing
cards. While AT fully supports their efforts to enjoy the nice
weather^ AT would like to add that it is not a good idea for
young men to yell at passers-by. Especially when you are
yelling at young women to Dacknowledge your freaking exis-
tence.D AT feels that reeks of, well, desperation. For next
time, gentlemen, AT likes red roses and expensive jewelry.
An In-Depth Look Into Masculinity and the Color Pink
LINDSAY NORTH
FEATURES EDITOR
Butter yellow, sunrise peach, spring
green and pale lilac ... you all know what
colors I'm referring to. And you all know
that you've seen guys wearing these colors.
In elementary school I vividly remember
boys turning
violent shades
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This is a sample of the HToast of the
Town" pattern offered by Lilly Pulitzer
in shades ot pink and lime. :
what the hell
h a p p e n e d ?
How did a penchant for G I Joe, girl-hat-
ing and a wardrobe full of daik colors
metamorphose into a foim of hypcr-mas-
culinity best displayed through colors that
belong in an Easter basket?
I decided to do research. Having yacht-
clubbing parents who shipped me off to
prep school at the tender age of 14 proved
to be especially helpful here; names like
Lilly Pulitzer, Ralph Lauren and Vineyard
Vines have long brought about mental
images of bouquets of bright, spring-
themed colors. Lilly Pulitzer offers
menswear in disturbingly bright hues not
found in nature with patterns (they focus
primarily upon signature patterns, not col-
ors) sporting monikers such as "Junkanoo",
"Toast of the Town", "Macadamia Nut
House", and .my personal favorite
"Crabcake." Vineyard
Vines also offers pat-
terns on its collection of
belts, ties, and boxer
shorts, with concisely
descriptive names such
as "Hot Air Balloon",
"Spring Chicken" and
even "Pheasant" and
"Woody and Tree" (I
really hope they were
being ironic on that one)
for your autumn and
winter wardrobes.
I would like to try to
convince myself that no
one actually is willing to
shell:out $85 for a pair
of swim trunks just
because they happen to be in this
"adorable" pattern called "Ay Poppy", but
looking out on the quad I am convinced
otherwise. Myriad pastels dot the quad,
from the infamous "Nantucket Red" (really
just a nice way of saying that you're wear-
ing pink), to salmon, to pale pink ... basi-
cally multiple variations on the lighter end
of the 'red' spectrum.




Apparently, it is the senior editor's
duty to write a "senior reflection" at the
end of the spring semester. In any case,
it's in their interest of self preservation
if they happen to be working for, oh I
don't know, Edna Guerrasio and Eileen
Flynn, What is a "senior reflection" you
ask? Well, if it were my reflection it
would be about three feet tall, wearing a
baseball cap, have a few days growth of
beard, and be developing a slight nerv-
ous twitch because of the amount of
work still left to be done on a certain
senior thesis. Bad puns aside, this sen-
ior reflection is going to offer a few
brief words about what I have learned at
Trinity and what I will miss most about
it when I am living with my parents and
trying to sell cell phones at the mall.
The most valuable thing I've
learned here is to never have sex next to
an open second story window. Of
course, this is not a lesson learned from
experience, but I don't need to actually
eat the bluish gray roast beef at Mather
to know it's a bad idea.
The second most valuable thing I've
learned is that college isn't about the
cheap beer, girls in mini skirts, and the
inability to walk in sunlight the next
day. Rather, it isn't only about these
tilings. It is about learning how to live.
Whether you end up marrying your lab
partner from Bio 153 or only give her a
smile and a nod as you pass on the long
walk, the point is that two intelligent peo-
ple were brought together with a common
purpose for four years of their lives. It is
the last opportunity we will ever have to
devote all of our time and energy to this
purpose: self betterment.
This thought stems from some advice I
once heard given to a group of freshman by
one of the wisest people on this campus,
even if he is one of many. He pointed out
that college is our last chance to worry first
and foremost about becoming better peo-
ple. It's true. I am about to enter the world
of car payments, weekly trips to Stop and
Shop, and mortgages. Never will I be able
to just roll into the Cave and have Al make
my chicken and cheese to go so I can finish
cramming for my history exam, knowing
that every other person in the building
under 23 is doing the same tiling.
'Of course, we all seem to always have
tons of work to do. Yet, when it comes
down to it, this "work" that we are doing
has a different aim than any work we will
ever do again. It is not to make money or
even to change society, but to change our-
selves.
If you know me, you know that I am a
philosophy major. The same professor I
alluded to above has said that philosophy is
not something you memorize in a textbook,
nor is it a department at a college or uni-
versity, but, instead, a way of being. I hope
I can be forgiven for paraphrasing because
I'm sure I did not put it as articulately as he
did, but his point was that philosophy is a
Ten
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10. They're leaving (just kidding guys, we love you. Really.)
9. First class to graduate with a different president for each
year.
8. And they won't be the last one (way to be, Class of '05).
7. One more concession on Tent City.
6. None of them are deserting the Tripod.
5. If they got that crazy at senior brunch, we're just waiting
to see what: they do when they graduate.
4. They won't give us quotes because they have an aversion
to seeing their name in the paper (if they read it at all, that
is).
3. Class of '05 is definitely looking forward to top picks this
spring in the Housing Lottery.
2. They did get: naked at: senior brunch ...
1. Joseph Strarnondd. And his laugh.
Favorite Professor: Professor Fred Pfeil
Favorite Class: The Boom and Beyond
Favorite Frat: AD
Favorite Bar: Brickyard
Favorite Beer: Bud Light
Favorite On-Campus Dining: Bistro
Favorite Dorm: High Rise
Favorite Theme Party: 80's, clearly
Favorite Camp Trin Pres: Dobelle
way of life rather than merely a major. I
would extend Professor Hyland's argument
to a liberal aits education in general. Don't
worry fellow philosophers, I certainly
believe that we are capable of thinking with
greater clarity about this way of life than
say, a sociology major.
However, all 516 of my fellow class-
mates will be looking at the world in a
much different way on May 16, 2004 than
they did on August 28, 2000, even if 506 of
them majored in philosophy lite.
This change is not something that
occurs naturally like a fuller beard and
slightly receding hairline. At the very least,
it was helped along by the fact that we
spent our time here rather than going
directly to the Cingular kiosk positioned
between the crossfire of Walden Books and
Old Navy.









I was told that I had to write an article
oh the "senior experience." This is an
unlikely topic for a sophomore whose only
claim to senior-dom is a group of senior
friends who keep telling me that no one can
relate to what they are going through right
now. At least once a day someone tells me,
"I can't believe that I'm graduating in three
weeks." I nod and smile while I search for
an adequate response. I usually go with the
"I know, it's crazy!" which is passable but
still not perfect. The "I can't believe
you're graduating, either" retort never
seems right considering that their leaving is
not nearly as surreal for me as it is
them but I still struggle to
show empathy. I know
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O r d i n a r i l y ,
when I'm host-
ing my own private late night I forgo con-
ducting surveys and doing other journalis-
tic studies. However, last night, talking
seemed like the most appropriate thing to
do when the beautiful senior boy realized
that the virgin wasn't going to be the sexu-
al deviant that her Tripod articles make her
out to be. Typically as soon as a boy real-
izes that if he wants to remain in her high-
ly sensationalized game of talking then he
would have to play Little League, he retires
his bat and balls until he can find a profes-
sional base runner. But this major leaguer
took the time to answer my questions while
his uniform was still strewn delicately
beside him.
He, like his upper class peers, was con-
cerned about having enough credits to
graduate and enough fun in his last month
to substantiate four years of college. Nine
out of 10 people who were asked about
their current sentiments responded emphat-
V
Essences.
All of our lives are spent building up to
something. We strive to do well in kinder-
decisions that don't rely on what time
your friends are walking to the dining
hall or whose room to pre-game in on
Nine out of io people who were asked about their
current sentiments responded emphatically, "I don't
want to graduate."
garten so that we can be put on an
advanced reading level in the first grade so
that we can ultimately be placed on the
honors track which will get us high marks
in middle school which will get us into a
good high school. In high school, we join
organizations to boost our resumes and
take study courses to do well on the SATs
so that we will be accepted into a good col-
lege simply- to get into a good graduate
school so we can be successful, retire early,
and be so bored that we start a book club
In order to do some market research on what it's like
to be a senior, I took one home with me last night.
ically, "I don't want to graduate," and the
one that had the contrary answer said, "I do
want to graduate but every time I shower I
have a nervous breakdown." While her
reply was slightly non-sequitur, I took it to
mean that she realizes that her leaving
school is inevitable but given the hectic
nature of second semester, the only free
time she has alone with her thoughts is
shared with a loofah and a bottle of Herbal
for people who like golfing and warm
Floridian days.
Graduating from high school was
daunting because it brought us one place
closer to a bumper sticker and a sweatshirt
displaying the name of an institution that
we were afraid others wouldn't recognize.
However, graduating from college puts us
one step closer to the so-called "real world"
and, therefore, closer to having to make
Spring Weekend.
When asked about his experience,
Dave Porter '04 said that it consisted of
"agonizingly long periods of time spent
concentrating on the present, on a dead-
line that is a few days away, punctuated
by short periods of unproductive obses-
sion with the future, about what happens
after all the questions are answered and
the meal plan goes away."
Even though the summer is ending
for a lot of the campers, it's important to
remember that bunk parties and bonfires
will still be in their future, they will just
take a different form. Not all post col-
lege destinies involve cubicles and
401K's. They do however, involve a
new kind of excitement and like the first
day of college, the first day of the real
world will be a little bit scary and a lot
bit worthwhile.
Although I don't think that I'd take
the advice of a piddling sophomore, I do
hope that someone reminds me of this
when I am a justifiably freaked out sen-
ior trying to make the best of my last
days at Camp Trin and the best of my
first days as a "Big Kid."
'
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continued from page I
screenname on AIM. Schneider says, "The
idea is you post aE of your old stuff you
don't want any more, and then hopefully
somebody sees it and makes you an offer of
cash or things they think you might like."
Once you decide you want someone else's
stuff, you click on the link that says, "Buy
or Trade for this Item!" If you have posted
items on fatchicken.com, the next page will
display a list of the items you have posted
and the item you wish to obtain. You can
either offer the other user some of
the things you have posted, cash,
or a combination of the two.
Once the offer is made, an
email will be sent to you and to
the person you seek to trade
with showing them the offer you
have made. They can choose to
accept the offer, make you a counter-
offer, or reject the trade. If the trade is
finalized, the items traded get removed
from the Web site and everyone goes home
a satisfied customer. The clincher: no cred-
it card information, no postage necessary,
you can have your items the same day you
complete the trade, provided the person can
meet and checks their email et cetera ... oh
yes and of course ... IT'S FREE!
If this project takes off for Schneider, it
may revolutionize the way business is con-
addresses that can access the Web site,
Schneider makes sure that users outside the
campus do not have access to private stuff
like our email or highly confidential class
schedules. More important, Schneider is
not selling any of the information on the
Web site to companies and you do not have
to provide any credit card or other compro-
mising identity information in order to use
fatchicken.com. However, Schneider is
asking for a kidney to sell on the black
market. Just kidding.
Another perk, fatchicken.com
won't send you dozens
of emails asking you
about your debt or
offering to make you
better in bed. The
on^y emails you'll
receive from fatchick-
en.com are about poten-
tial trades you're making.
There is also only one computer that has
access to the database where all your infor-
mation is stored and it's sitting in
Schneider's room and will be leaving with
him when he leaves Trinity. Schneider
stated, "If it's successful then I'll just hook
it up in my apartment next year."
Developed over the course of this year,
Schneider's little piece of genius "has been
an exercise in software architecture, design
offers
1 don't like the game and will accept any reasonablel  li  t    ill t  reasonabl*
... like pogs, but not just regular pogs, Alf pogs."
ducted on college campuses across, the
country. He says, "I built it so that it's
. taodular.; K it 's successful! ,<;an: install it
anywhere with a few changes."
Ideally, the program is built for small
colleges like Trinity. By restricting the IP
Chuck Pratt
The Features Section is currently trying to dispose of this 8-
ball. We're willing to trade for puppies, lasagna or a beta
copy of Top Gun.
and human/PC interaction." Its easy use,
instant accessibility, and instant gratifica-
tion makes it a success. The site notonly
has potential for bargains, but is also amus-
ing (a mullet poster is offered, amongst
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continued from page 11
Where did the earth tones go?
What about nice, basic colors like
black and navy blue and forest green?
If you really feel the need to bust out
the pastels, why not in the form of pale
yellow or pale blue, colors traditional-
ly associated with the "It's A Boy!"
parties given at your birth? Pale green
is fine too, but peach? Pink? Lilac?
And decorated with blossoms, tiny
boats, and, gasp!, tennis racquets? My
only conclusion is that it has suddenly
become popular to covertly advertise
your material assets. Own a 40 foot
yacht? Why not shrink it, multiply it
hundreds of times, and slap it onto a
rose-pink tie? Just because you have a
40 Ik and a trust fund doesn't mean that
it needs to be displayed on your boxer
shorts.
I would like to see a return of the
colors that were in my Crayola "Bold
Color" marker box when I was a little
girl. I don't want to have to check size
tags to make sure I'm not taking the
wrong laundry back to my room
because some guy has decided to
monopolize color schemes typically
reserved for females. And most of all,
I don't want to show up to class to find out
that I'm wearing the same coral-colored
shirt as the guy who sits in the back corner
every day and never does his homework.
Now I don't want to offend anyone
(fine, I actually don't care about that), but I
do applaud guys who can wear pastels.
What I take issue with is guys who can't,
for whatever reason, wear grey, or maroon,
or a shade that won't burn a hole in my reti-
vvww.vineyardvines.com
These strangely effeminate patterns of
watermelons and hot air balloons are only
a few selections offered by Vineyard Vines.
nas if I attempt to look at it without sun-
glasses. Hurray, you're comfortable
enough with yourself that you can wear
purple and turquoise simultaneously and
still take yourself seriously. But how about
changing it up a bit, throwing on something
from your non-golf clubbing, gin-and-
tonic-drinking days and wearing something
truly original that costs less than a small
car?
f p $ 0 :
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As we approach Spring Weekend, OSACCs & TCAC would like to take a few minutes of your
time to remind you of some rales and tips so that our celebration can be problem free, and you
can maximize your fun. For the majority of Spring Weekend, the established Alcohol Policy
rules will be in effect,
1. Throughout the weekend, there will be NO BOTTLES ALLOWED as per usual.
2. On Friday & Sunday, there will be no open containers of alcohol allowed outside of events
as per usual
3. College or upholstered furniture will not be allowed outside.
4. No common source containers will be allowed (e.g., kegs, beer balls, liquor watermelons, etc.)
For the Friday & Sunday concerts TCAC, the Office of Student Activities and Campus Centers,
Dean of Students Office and Campus Safety have agreed to the following conditions applicable
FRIDAY from 8PM to 1AM and SUNDAY from 12 PM to 5PM ONLY.
1. Alcoholic containers - Cans & plastic only will be allowed for those individuals who are 21
years of age and older within the Field house on Friday and Life Sciences Quad on Sunday.
ANYTHING OUTSIDE THIS AREA WILL BE ENFORCED BY THE REGULAR
ALCOHOL POLICY.
a. There is a limit of 1-six (6) pack per person who is of age for the duration of the event.
b. This will only be allowed during the hours of the concert, which are from 8PM to 1AM on
Friday, 12PM to 5PM on Sunday.
c. Alcohol will be allowed at the Friday concert, however, if there are any alcohol-related
issues or disruptive behavior by students we reserve the right to remove the privilege of
alcohol at the Sunday concert.
2. All students and guests must obtain a wristband from TCAC to enter the events.
Students will enter through check points located at:
a. MCEC •& Life Sciences (near the Child Development Center)
b. Between McCook & Jackson (located at the stairs between Jackson & Jones)
c. Summit Suites Patio entrance.
3. All students and their guests will need to obtain a wristband from Mather Hall on Friday,
April 23rd, between 9:30 AM until 9:00 PM.
4. No College or upholstered furniture will be allowed into the concert areas.
5. Entrances to the Sunday event will open at 12:00 PM, for Friday night's concert doors
open at 8:00PM.
6. No Cameras or Video Cameras will be allowed into either venue per request of the artists.
Please keep in mind that the normal alcohol policy rules apply everywhere else on campus with
the exception of those areas listed above. Furthermore, we. ask that everyone do his of her best
to clean up throughout the weekend. In addition, please keep in mind that the residence halls are
not party zones. Access to the south campus residence halls will be limited to residents-only of
that building from 10AM Sunday, April 25th until 8PM on Sunday, April 25th. As a community,
we should be mindful that vandalism and damages to the residence halls, rooms or college
furniture will not be tolerated. There will be strict enforcement of the Alcohol Policy
within the residence halls. We hope that our Spring Weekend celebration is a memorable one for
everyone, so we are asking for your support to be socially responsible for yourself, your friends,
peers, the College community, and our beautiful campus. Enjoy the weekend to the fullest, but
let's be responsible for our campus and our community in the name of Spring Weekend 2004.
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An Old Play Gets A Fresh Start
EVAN NORRIS
ARTS WRITER
The Taming of the Shrew is
nothing new. It has been per-
formed thousands of times since
it was written, before a live audi-
ence, broadcast over the radio,
and viewed onscreen. But
despite the venue and the time,
Shakespeare's comedy usually
conforms to a certain mold. It
comes across boisterous, bawdy,
and light, and rarely is it inter-
preted otherwise.
But the works of
Shakespeare, like all great litera-
ture, like all great art, are not
meant to be accepted at face
value. Although The Taming of
the Shrew is not Shakespeare's
deepest play, it is undoubtedly
multi-layered, and only through
reading, re-reading, and dissec-
tion can one form a rounded,
coherent conclusion of its mean-
ing.
Trinity student Kirk
Quinsland '04 has attempted to
develop such a conclusion and
largely succeeds thanks to his
ambitious Senior Thesis, in which
he argues for the dual nature of
The Taming of the Shrew. A per-
formance based on his thesis was
presented last Wednesday and
Thursday in the Vemon Social
Center.
Quinsland mainly focuses on
the interaction between Katharina
and Petruchio played by Rachael
Stone '04 and Scott Troost '05,
respectively. He presents two
alternative versions of their rela-
tionship: a mutually loving, kid-
ding type and a violent, almost
sadistic type based on greed and
power. The first act is devoted to
Chuck Pratt
Scott Troost '05 and Matthew Bamberg-Johnson '06 perform. see TAMING on page 18
Confessions of a Music Director
GREG POLIN
ARTS EDITOR
As Music Director at WRTC,
I spend upwards of 15 ivows a.
week in the station doing such
tasks as reviewing albums, chat-
ting it up with promoters, e-mail-
ing bands, and reporting what our
DJ's play to the College Music
Journal. Now this may seem
glamorous, and I assure you it is,
at first. However, when you get
towards the end of the semester,
you actually start to dislike listen-
ing to new music. It becomes
painful.,-, Yav dream, afijatosdistisw
cally stabbing out your eyes with
some sort of small, fairly blunt
object, like a pencil. Why your
eyes? I don't know. I haven't
figured that out yet. I think we
all know why a pencil.
Nonetheless, please allow me
tion to the Jam band music, which
is also almost always unbeliev-
ably terrible because the people
who record the albums don't have
89.3FIT1
wvw.wrtcfm.oo.tri
trinity college \ Hartford
The newly designed WRTC logo.
but' there is a dark side (aside
from trying to hunt down stolen
CDs, and spending hours just
labeling and alphabetizing
albums). I don't review albums
for any genre other than rock.
Latin only gets in about one CD a
week, Thought Power (which
comprises rap, hip-hop, and
R&B) also gets relatively few,
which are reviewed by someone
more well versed in the music.
The same goes for Jazz and RPM.
On the other hand, rock gets
in over 50 CDs a week. Now lets
do some math. I listen to 50 CDs
a week, at least three tracks per
album, each ranging between two
and six minutes apiece (on aver-
age). That means I spend, mini-
mum, 10 hours a week just listen-
ing to music I've never heard
before. So you may be thinking,
"So, where's the dark side?" and
admittedly this is a pretty fun task
Michael Caputo
to venture a general description of
what I listen to every week, and
perhaps a clearer conception of
what I'm complaining about will
come through. At least five of
the CD's will come in black
cases, with black ink, and some
fiery image on the cover. This is
our weekly collection of metal,
ranging from poppy-hardcore to
extreme death-metal, not to men-
tion the band Cuti Sadda, the self-
proclaimed kings of "experimen-
tal jiggy death-metal." I listen to
these albums in hopes that either I
will start- to enjoy them, or that
one will magically surprise me
and be original and decent. This
very rarely occurs.
So after I grit my teeth
through screaming bellows, uni-
formly by men with some sort of
interesting facial hair, I pop in the
five rock and blues fusion CD's I
get. This makes a lovely transi-
simple blues progression interest-
ing for four minutes, let alone 50.
Then, once those 15 to 20 CDs
are out of the way, I open up all of
the packages from the promoters.
Though these packages always
give WRTC the best music, they
are also the most morally intimi-
dating and disheartening.
Allow me to explain. It's dif-
ficult to make it as a musician in
this world. A significant amount
of practice and talent will not nec-
essarily yield wealth and / or
fame. Even if one does get
noticed, he or she will most likely
end up on an incredibly small,
nearly insignificant label. There
are hundreds of these, run by indi-
viduals who have day jobs them-
selves. This means that when a
band records an album, they gen-
erally have to put down a signifi-
cant amount of the cost (or all of
it if they are producing them-
selves, another avenue many
musicians go down). Feel free to
look it up sometime, recording
can be incredibly expensive, not
to mention mixing.
So if a band is lucky enough,
or ambitious enough, to record an
album they then have to create the
albums art (or pay a professional
to do it), and decide how many
pressings to make. Every press-
ing costs money, and it quickly
adds up. You want, to have
enough to satisfy demand, but
you also don't want to be sitting
around with a large stack of
unsold CD's. So a band may





The first thing that struck me
when I entered the Vemon Social
Center on Sunday night to see
You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown, the thesis performance of
Brendan Padgett '04 and Dana
Vilitz '04, was the set. Being as I
had never seen a performance
done in the Barn before, I wasn't
really sure what kind of set could
and would be built.
never seen such a convincing
Charlie Brown.
However, to center this article
solely on Devin would be unfair
to the other talented cast members
involved. Such as Jamie Tracy
'06 as Lucy Van Pelt. Tracy did a
wonderful job in breaking away
from the "frumpy, middle-aged
woman with the funny accent"
which she has been typecast in
since coming to Trinity almost
two years ago.
Abi Moldover
The cast of Charlie Brown poses for a short photo.
Greeting me though was an
# 8 ^ i i p l e (the show is,
after all, based on a comic strip)
yet colorful and creative set.
There was a red doghouse of
course, and clouds, of the variety
which I still doodle in my note-
books, hanging along the upstage
wall. The cast then began to
enter.
Devin Romanul '07 had peo-
ple hanging on Charlie's every
word, sighing as he tried to fly a
kite and catch the attention of a
certain red-headed girl. As one
audience member phrased it after-
wards, "Devin has the sympathy
in the bag for tonight." I have
Her Lucy was loud and bossy
and so convincing that if I didn't
know Tracy better, I don't think I
would ever want to. Andresv
Feldmann '06 was equally won-
derful and convincing in his role
as her younger brother, Linus,
although he is still being type-cast
as the adorable young one. His
know-it-all rants, facial expres-
sions, and love for his infamous
blankie brought blushes and gig-
gles to every girl watching.
Speaking of younger siblings,
Melissa Matthews '07 was unrec-
ognizable as Sally Brown. Part of
see SENIOR on page 19
see IT'S on page 17
Interarts: Kaleidoscope
Apr. 22 at 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19,3rd Floor
Talented students in their second year of studies in
Trinity's InterArts program present a multi-disciplinary evening
of poetry, music and theater.
Chamber Music Ensembles And Private Lessons Recital
Apr. 24 at 3 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
Enjoy an afternoon of music performed by student
instrumentalists and vocalists enrolled in the Music Department's
Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons programs.
Trinity Jazz Night
Apr. 26 at 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
This exciting evening of jazz will span several decades
of music, performed by a student ensemble under the direction of
saxophonist Kris Allen.
austinarts.org
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If s Not Easy to Make Blood Wedding Can't Translate
It as a New Musician
continued from page 16
with, a very small pressing. This
still sets them in a great deal of
debt. This is when they, say to
themselves, "Oh s#*@, nobody
knows who we are." So they
turn to a promoter who will pro-
mote the album, if they like it
enough, to college radio stations
across the country.
They can only promote to col-
lege radio, because, almost uni-
formly, ClearChannel owns all
the rest, and those stations only
cater to the major labels that also
give them a significant kickback
for pushing certain albums.
Even in college radio, many sta-
. tions sell out to whatever certain
labels want them to play, regard-
less of quality, for any number of
reasons.
Nonetheless, when a promot-
er picks up a band, they pick them
up at absolutely no risk, meaning
the promoter will get paid
whether the band's album does
well or not, and the promoter
doesn't pay for any of the copies
of the album sent to radio sta-
tions.
The band has to decide how
many stations to send to, up to the
max for a promoter's list, which
is about 250. Most bands can
barely afford to send out promo-
tional copies of their albums at
all, and they send WRTC their
album in hopes that we will like |
it, play it on the air, report it in
CMJ (which has implications not
worth discussing herein), and get
people interested in the music.
This is where I come in. I
open albums that a band can't
afford to send me and decide
whether it's good enough to be
put out into our rotation, whether
I should push it on my DJ's, or
whether I should let it sit in the
cabinet for several months before
Central
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it gets quietly filed away into our
vast stacks, without any airtime.
I want to put out every album but
I can't, because they aren't all
good, and if I indiscriminately put
all of the music into rotation at
once, WRTC's general quality
will decline.
So I sit, for 10 hours a week,
praying that every album I listen
to will be great, and I won't suffer
a guilty conscience for helping
out a band that wants to be heard.
F#@$ ClearChannel.
continued from page 1
was completely upstaged the
entire time. Jessie Richardson
'04 does well in the part of the
Bride, giving a subtly drawn per-
formance which contrasts well
with the rest,of the cast. In the
role of the Father, Alex Gould '04
is unfortunately miscast. He is
one of the finest actors currently
at Trinity and does bring a much
needed energy and theatrical
awareness with him to the stage,
but would have been much more
successful in a role which better
suited, his acting talents. In the
role of Leonardo, Dan Kelleher
'07 seems to go from angry and
screaming to bewilderment..
Whether the director's choice or
an actor's decision, it confuses
the dramatic line of the play and
the relationship between the
Bride and Leonardo.
Bland, as Death, is well cast,
does wonderful voice and physi-
cal work, and is helped greatly by
a fabulous costume and set of
nails provided by costume
designer Vivian Lamb, whose
work is superior throughout. In
what should have been an effec-
tive visual, Urgulu. chose for
Death's hands to appear at the
edge of the curtains at various
points during the production.
Unfortunately, Urgulu did not see
fit to connect the hands with the
character who owns them, mak-
ing their sudden appearance con-
fusing unless you already knew
what was happening. The idea,
presumably, was to make the
point that Death is always lurk-
ing, but due to a lack of directori-
al focus and connection, this
point was all but lost. One got the
feeling of these actors being help-
less and alone onstage.
What did bring a focus to the
stage direction was the lighting
by Blu. The lighting made good
use of the space and effectively
helped the dramatic line of the
show. The set, designed by Elisa
Griego was fantastic in its use of
space and texture (red balls of
yarn aside) in bringing the setting
alive. The most impressive tech-
nical aspect of the play was the
video sequences by Brian Dilg.
They provide beautiful and haunt-
ing images of tl e Afghan coun-
tryside and the war that tore it
apart.
This re-setting of. the play in
Afghanistan should have worked,
given the shared ideas of culture
and social oppression. However,
the idea of war is in no way sup-
ported by Lorca's beautiful text.
The sounds of gunshots and
explosions bring the cast to the
ground, but the dialogue contin-
ues with no discussion of what
just occurred. There is no subtext
within the acting or direction
which would have suggested that
it was not spoken about on
account of the societal rales or
norms.
The music, composed by
David Yih, was wonderfully writ-
ten and made us experience the
culture through more man just the
visuals. The sung portions were
often rocky. Ellen Kaye's voice
did shine through beautifully,
although there were times in
group singing when she was the
only audible person.
Among its other problems,
the production desperately need-
ed a dramaturg. The original play
was a commentary on then-con-
temporary Spanish society, a
society dominated by the church,
and therefore the play contained
many references to the Bible and
other Christian prayers and litera-
ture. Much of the text was altered
or cut to accommodate the reli-
gious differences between
Afghanistan and Spain. This work
was not done diligently enough.
There is no excuse for a reference
to the Apostle's Creed, the
Bride's line "May God Bless both
the quick and the dead," to
remain, especially since this line
was changed from Lorca's origi-
nal "May the cross protect both
the quick and the dead."
The text of Blood Wedding
was altered in order to make
political and cultural points that
the play simply cannot support.
The changes made it almost un-
recognizable and hard to follow,
and another play should have
been chosen, or written, to better
represent the political and social
points of the director.
Trinity Students Make
Healthy Choices
The Majority* Of Trinity Students Spend
$10
Or Less on Alcohol In An Average Week.
Did You Know?
Did You Know That
Walking Is An Inexpensive,
Easy Way To Be Pkysically
Active? A Regular Walking
Program Can Make You Feel
More Energized,, tedwce
Stress Levels, Improve Your
Steep, Tone Muscles, AM
Bum Calories.
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Brand New Brings Talented
Musicians to Small Venue
Taming of the Shrew Inventive
JOSHUA CERRETTI
ARTS WRITER
If anyone happened to have
the displeasure of trying to drive
up Webster St. on Thursday night,
they would have had a hard time
getting through due to a large
crowd of teenagers pouring out
onto the street. No, it wasn't the
Method Man show, but a sold-out
crowd there to see relatively-
unknown Denali and Piebald
open up for another band with lit-
tle name-appeal to most people,
Brand New. Piebald is from my
hometown, and I was provided
with free tickets, so it seemed
almost compulsory to go, but I
left with mixed feelings.
First off, Piebald played their
first show in 1994, and the aver-
age age at this show was about
15, meaning these kids were in
kindergarten when Piebald start-
ed, and in second grade when I
first saw them. This view was
confirmed by one of the bounc-
er's lamenting "Fourteen-hundred
kids and nine adults tonight, who
the hell is Brand New?!"
Well, the crowd had no ques-
tion in their mind, almost all
being there solely to see the head-
liner, and Brand New delivered
enough to impress them, if not
me, Brand New isn't a bad band
in my eyes, their kind of melodic,
emotional, pop-punk has enough
darkness and mood-shifts to make
them stand out over many of their
contemporaries; but they're not
reinventing the wheel.
At any rate, it took very little
to get their crowd jumping around
and singing along to every word,
which made it nearly impossible
to enjoy the decent voices that
they have. Though I can't say I
am ecstatic about it, it seems
Brand New is a band to watch and
will be blowing up even more, if
this show was any indication.
The high point for me was
Piebald, who played right before
Brand New and got some
response for their dancey, emo-
, tinged, rock music. They played
mostly from their last full length,
>"We Are the Only Friends That
We Have," but also' snuck in a
song off of their late-90's release
"If It Weren't for Venetian Blinds,
It 'd be Curtains for us All."
They also broke their tradi-
:tional, two guitars, bass, and
•drums, set-up for two;songs off of
their upcoming album (out May
•18). These songs were a major
; departure for Piebald, with gui-
tarist/vocalist Travis Shettel play-
ing keyboards on tracks that were
somewhere between Ben Folds
and Crosby, Stills, and Nash.
Though I can't say Piebald had
the same affect on me that they
did back in high school, they def-
initely haven't lost their knack for
clever turns-of-phrase and catchy
rock song-writing.
Before Piebald, the very
unappreciative crowd was treated
to a relatively short set by the
female-fronted indie act Denali. I
was heavily impressed how the
band pulled of their keyboard-
and-beat-heavy music in the live
setting, many bands simply can't
translate an electronic sound into
a live venue, but Denali was
impressive.
The only downfall was that
the Webster P.A. couldn't really
do justice to the full register of
singer/guitarist Maura Davis, as
her range stretches into sonically
amazing, dog-whistle heights.
Denali also relied on their newest
material, "The Instinct," but
played a few songs off of their
older, self-titled album mat I was
very pleased with. Denali is defi-
antly a band that appeals to a
slightly older crowd, and it
seemed that the only aspect of the
band that the audience appreciat-
ed was how delightful Maura
Davis looked in tight jeans.
The show was opened by one-
man act Kevin Devine, whose set
I only caught half of; though
Devine was enjoyable, he was
definitely out of place at this
show and coaxed little applause •.
out of the Brand New-focused
crowd.
Overall, all of the performers
were decent to good. Despite that,
the Webster is far from my
favorite venue, especially since
new Connecticut law has made
the staff enforce the no-smoking
rule (for the first time since high
school, I was in a bathroom stall,
sneaking a butt in between
bands), and the design of the
venue in general is somewhat
lacking. It would have been nice
for the crowd to be a little more
interested in things-not-related-
to-Brand-New, but that can be
expected.
From the look of things, this
will be Brand New's last tour of
these smaller venues like the
Webster and Palladium and soon
they will have the pleasure of
playing the MTV Beach-house
and hockey rinks. At any rate, I
don't want to get too negative
about the crowd, because I too
was once 15 and probably both-
ered a number of older people at
shows, my best to Brand New
with their new-found successes.
continued from page 16
the former and the second based
on the latter.
The opening act consists not
of the entire play but of a few
transforms herself from a flirta-
tious, innocent girl in the first act
to a lusty dominatrix in the sec-
ond and Quinsland, whose first-
act Baptista is cartoonish and
choice scenes, the most important senile, makes his second-act
Chuck Pratt
Chris Simpson '06 and Brie Schwartz '06 star in the thesis.
of which contain some exchange Baptista a cold, calculating man
between Katharina and Petruchio.
The second act shares some of the
same scenes but is much shorter.
It is important to remember that
the dialogue is not altered from
one act to the next; only the way
in which it is spoken is changed.
It is difficult enough to mem-
orize Shakespeare's writing, per-
fect its rhyme and rhythm, and
deliver it convincingly. It is
incredibly demanding to do this
in two diametrically different
tones, back to back. But the cast,
of which Quinsland is a member,
does a respectable job.
. ' : •.-BiaAba^(Bn« '
who is unfazed by the curious
indiscretions around him. But
the biggest, transformations are
reserved for Katharina and
Petruchio.
It is the scenes between the
two lovers that Quinsland cogent-
ly makes his point on the dual
nature of the play. In the final
scene of the play, Katharina gives
a long speech in which she
encourages wives' loyalty to their
husbands.
In the first act, Katharina
seems empowered by her speech,
elevated socially, but also emo-
"fibrtany it would seem, as if her
proclamation of subservience
brings her some inner peace. In
the second act version of the
speech, with Petruchio looming
behind her, Katharina appears a
beaten woman, motivated more
by fear than loyalty. She is less
empowered by her relationship
with her husband than crushed by
it.
So it is in the second act that
the relationship between
Katharina and Petruchio turns
tragic, that scenes of tenderness
are transformed into scenes of
brutality. It reminded me of the
carnal domination and obedience
in the marriage between Stanley
and Stella in A Streetcar Named
Desire.
Quinsland offers his audience
two separate versions of the same
stoiy: one is genuinely loving
and one is twisted and cruel. He
makes a case for both, but like
most things, the truth probably
lies somewhere in the middle,
between the two.
What is so refreshing about
Quinsland's thesis is that it
requires something from its audi-
ence; there is some kind of inter-
action between the writer and the
reader or viewer.
We have to bring something
of ourselves to his work in order
to truly appreciate it. I would
consider his thesis a great suc-
cess; not only because of his lucid
argument, but also due to the way
in which he challenges himself
and those who would entertain his
thoughts.
Press Photo for the Punk Rock band Brand New.
www.google.com
The Battle^ of Algiers Apr. 16-17
9:55 p.m.
This devastating film on Algeria's war of independence from France has new rele-
vance; last year, the Pentagon offered a private screening to its employees involved in the
"war on terror." Perhaps they didn't notice that Pontecorvo, while showing atrocities on
both sides, clearly favors the Muslim nationalists. "If any movie squeezes you into the
shoes of grassroots combatants fighting a monstrous colonialist power for the right to then-
own neighborhoods, this is it." Michael Atkinson, Village Voice. 117 min.
Mystic River Apr. 23-24
7:30 p.m.
Clint Eastwood's Mystic River is a murder mystery in the way that The Godfather is a
gangster movie - it's a perfect excuse to explore a community and its attraction to violence
and revenge. Dennis Lehane's novel gives the film its claustrophobic sense of place - a
hardscrabble Irish American neighborhood in Boston, where the past has its claws firmly
in the present. Three childhood friends, played by Tim Robbins, Kevin Bacon and Sean
Perm, are forced to reconnect after one of their daughters is murdered. "Sean Penn's is not
only one of the best performances of the year, but also one of the definitive pieces of
screen acting in the last half-century." A. O. Scott, New York Times. 137 min.
The Fog of War Apr. 26-27
2:30 p.m.
Enrol Morris' documentaries Me known for their eccentric subjects, from pet cemeter-
ies (Gates of Heaven) to a death row inmate (The Thin Blue Line) to a state executioner
and confirmed Holocaust denier (Dr. Death). But former secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara, known as 'the architect of the Vietnam War,' may be his most chilling and fas-
cinating.subject of all. 106 min. . . .
Girl With a Pearl Earring Apr. 28 - 30, May 1
7:30 p.m. May 1 also at 2:30 p.m.
Scarlett Johansson, who played the disaffected young woman in Lost in Translation,
lives a quietly luminous performance in the film version of Tracy Chevalier's popular
novel. The movie begins in 1660s Holland, when a poor young woman named Griet
(Johansson) goes into service as a maid in the bustling household of painter Johannes
Venneer. Her intuitive understanding of his art - and her quietly sensuous beauty - are the
catalysts for both jealousy and inspiration. In his debut as a feature film director, Peter
Webber has created an erotic masterpiece and one of the finest dramas about art ever put
on film. - Frederic and Mary Ann Brussat, Spirituality and Health. 95 min.
The Dreamers Apr. 30 - May 1
9:35 p.m.
Michael Pitt, the pouty-mouthed star of Hedwig and the Angry Inch, plays a compar-
atively innocent American named Matthew who visits Paris in 1968, when student and
worker revolts are just about to explode. At first, Matthew spends most of his waking
hours soaking up movies at the Cinematheque Francaise. When he meets an androgynous
brother and sister who share his cinephilia, they invite him to share their apartment. The
intricate games of seduction, which won the film an NC-17 rating, have the same erotic
provocation as Bertolucci's earlier classics, Last Tango in Paris and The Conformist No
one under 18 will be admitted. 115 min..
cinestudio.org
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Senior Project a Hit
With Charlie Brown
THE GIRL Nexr DOOR G€N€Ric BUT FUN
continued from page 16
this was the blond curly wig. Part
of this was the skirt. Part of this
was also the high, squeaky, whiny
voice that came from her mouth.
This was her Trinity-stage debut
and I'm sure it will not be her last.
Especially stunning was the
added-in song "My New
Philosophy," a duet between
Sally and Schroeder (Doug
Goodman '06).
Goodman always puts on a
good show, and the glimpses of
him throughout the bigger group
numbers . made me wish that
Schroeder's song "Beethoven
Day" had also been added to this
version. He did, however, suc-
ceed in stealing the scene and
capturing the audiences attention
during "The Book Report" in
which he compares Peter Rabbit
Andrew Feldmann '06 as Linus.
to Robin Hood. The comparisons
are obvious, don't you think?
And now it's on to the most
famous character of all, Snoopy.
Just as you were beginning to
think that Trinity was actually
putting on a 'typical, normal' the-
atre production, you find out that
the endearing beagle usually por-
trayed by a feminine man is actu-
ally going to be an uber-diva
female.
Laura King '07 strolled on
stage in the beginning wearing
tux pants, a white shirt, and red
suspenders. She took out a nail
file and gave a sarcastic woof.
This is not the Snoopy I grew up
with, and yet she was fabulous all
the same. Most notable was the
song "Suppertime" in which she
added a jacket, hat and cane to
complete' her ensemble before
going out into the audience. The
best part, however, might have
been the added scene in which
she was smoking a cigarette and
reciting a poem. When ques-
tioned about it she insisted that
she was just "performing move-
ment to found text."
In short, the show was won-
derful. My perspective students
and I enjoyed the evening, and I
think it is safe to say that Padgett
and Vilitz went above and beyond




Weekday nights on campus
can get a little boring sometimes,
we all know that. So what's the
bes.t way to deal with cabin fever
on a night you don't necessarily
feel like raising a glass? Go see
a movie, and make sure your next
trip is to see the The Girl Next
Door.
In the movie, a straight-arrow
high-school senior falls in love
with the perfect 'girl next door',
only to discover she is a porn star.
He comes to realize that if he
wants the girl, he better be willing
to risk it all and experience a jour-
ney for which he never could
have prepared. Oops, did I give
the movie away? Its okay, it
doesn't end like always with the
guy and girl together.
The Girl Next Door does,
unfortunately, utilize the same
cliches as all of the other teen
movies. When is the last time
you went to a party back home in
a neighborhood with people all
over the street and no one com-
plained? I wish high school was
like that, but it wasn't. Then
again, if you're going into this
movie looking for a realistic
depiction of life in high school,
you should probably just get back
to studying and leave the rest of
us alone.
So besides the high school-
esque cliches, I have nothing but
good things to say about this
movie. Let me first enumerate a
few for you: the movie has a sick
soundtrack that is used to perfec-
tion, with songs evoking certain
emotions at the appropriate time.
It has some well known songs
that'll have you swaying along, as
well as some feature tracks by
Paul Haslinger written for the
movie that are deep and accentu-
ating.
Also, there is tremendous use
of casting, with each character
wwvv.yahoo.movies.com
A happy ending for the film.
well-defined and highly represen-
tative of varying personalities.
From the ditzy porn stars, to the
model-like jocks, to the nerdy trio
of friends, the movie uses the act-
ing strengths of each actor and
actress to define their role in the
movie. The acting thus feels
more natural, and so, in turn, it
becomes easier to follow the
emotional rides of the actors
through the film.
Now, I must honestly devote a
paragraph in this article to Elisha
Cuthbert, or I would feel less of a
man. You may recall seeing
Elisha as the high school girl who
sleeps with Mitch in Old School,
or as the girl in die TV show "24".
Yet I have never seen her look as
amazing as she does in The Girl
Next Door. There were several
scenes which were citiematically
seductive, achieved by pairing
her sexuality with a song that
accentuated the scene. Such
scenes contribute to the story and
the temptation of sex, and might
even make you utter strange nois-
es as my friends did ... weird
times, so sit far apart.
In a cinematic sense, this
movie utilized some clever day-
dreaming sequences. Some will
make you laugh, and some will
make you shudder, to a point
where you feel like you're really
inside the head of Matt, the pro-
tagonist. It's really a fascinating
film to watch with regards to its
combination of humor, the por-
trayal of strong values, and an
only slightly cliche" love story.
Now I'm pretty confident that
my critique floats around like a
stream of consciousness, and
believe me, I've merely scratched
the surface on this movie. There
is a very romantic story that will
make those of you taking dates to
the movie glad you did, and yet
there is also good humor through-
out, definitely worth seeing.
www.pintorecatering.com
ore
C a t e r i n g hy K e l l e a n n e
Happy Graduation!
Looking for a caterer to celebrate? Pintore has put together a few lunch options to consider. We'd be
happu to custom create a menu to suite qour specific needs. Please call to.discuss details.
#1 Sandwiches & Salads
Chef's Choice of 5 Sandwiches
Chef's Choice of 2 Salads
Cookies & Individual Beverages
$10.00 per person
Add another salad for an additional $\.JO per person.
#2 Three Salad Sampler
Chef's choice of 5 Salads
~ Protein, Starch & Greens ~
Tuscan 5reads




Vegetarian Pasta or Starch
Salad, Vegetable, Bread
Cookies and Individual Beverages
$rj>.00 per person
Substitute Beef Tenderloin for am) entree and add $4.00
#6 Traditional BBQ,
Hamburgers and Hot Dogs -Spreads, Relishes & Rolls
Chipolte BBQ Glazed Chicken
Baby Greens, Roasted Peppers, Grilled Peppered Pineapple,
Candied Pecans and Vanilla Bean Dressing
Corn on the Cob with Red Chili Butter
Roasted Sweet Potato Salad with Caramelized Onions
Watermelon and Berries
Cookies, Brownies and Dessert Bars
Individual Beverages
$22.00 per person * staff and rentals required
#3 Hot Pasta
Chef's Choice of Vegetarian Pasta
Salad, Bread & Vegetable
Cookies & Individual Beverages
$10.00 per person
add Chicken to the Pasta for $2,00
a seasonal soui:p for an additional $3.00 per person.
#5 Mexican Fiesta
Make Your Own Fajita with Chicken and flank Steak
Refried Beans, All the Fix Ins,
Seven Layer Dip and Chips
Cookies and Individual Beverages
$1^.00 per person
Substitute Dessert Bars for.Cookies and add $1.OO
#7 Tuscan Display
Domestic and Imported Cheeses, Meats, Fresh Fruit,
Grilled Vegetables, Seared Mushroom Medley, Seasoned Olives,
Roasted Sweet Peppers, Hummus, Tabouli,
Chorizo Sausage, white Bean Salad, Tomato Bruschetfca,
Grilled Chicken with Artichokes,
Assorted Focaccia Bread, platbread and Crackers
$12.50 per person
add Hors d'Oeuvres , Dessert, Beverages or.Supplements
~ please inquire ~
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Why Computers Can't Count Votes
Rebecca Mercuri
Sponsored by The Computer Science Dept.
and the Public Policy and Law Program
The 2000 Presidential election demonstrated
major difficulties in the democratic process of
counting votes. Proponents of electronic and
Web-based voting suggest that these systems
are more reliable, accurate, and accessible. Yet
numerous studies, including data from the
California recall and other recent elections,
have revealed flaws that show the computer-
based systems to be inferior to older technolo-
gies. Furthermore, the newly proposed sys-
tems promise to also compromise voter priva-
cy and recount capability, a fact that some ven-
dors and election boards do not want voters to
know. This talk will explain these issues, pres-
ent some of the challenges, and offer solutions
that can be used to enhance voting security.
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6 p.m. Holy EuchcwL&tServices
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(Crypt Chapel)
6:30 p. n>u ZW Meditation/
(Crypt Chapel)
MONDAY - Avn. 26
12:15 p.wi. Centering'prayer (KC)
(crypt Cha-pel)
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The Graduate. A cult novel. A landmark
Hollywood film. A theatrical sensation in
London and New York. Now,
Broadway's smash-hit comedy is on its
way here.
This hilarious coming-of-age story
about Benjamin Braddock, an innocent
college gra'd who is seduced by an
older woman, Mrs. Robinson, and then
falls in love with her daughter, Elaine,
has been called "a sensational triumph,
rich full and funny." Kathleen Turner,
Jerry Hall and Lorraine Bracco have all
played the legendary Mrs. Robinson,
and film star Kelly McGillis will take the
role in Hartford!
Apr. 20-21 @ 7:30 p.m.
Apr. 23 @ 8 p.m.
Apr. 24 @ 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
* X Apr. 25 @ 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. /*
Classifieds
Florida only $69 one
way all taxes includ-













Spring Break 2004- Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.



















plus commissions! Call 1-
800-GET-SUN-l!
Spring Break '04 with
StudentGity.com and
Maxim magazine! Get
hooked up with Free
Trips, Cash, VIP
Status, as a Campus
Rep! Choose from 15
of the hottest destina-










Studentsj Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds. Looking for babysitters or someone to plant
your garden? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our expanded classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
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Fielding Errors Haunt Bants Baseball Stays Hot
SAM ZIVIN
SPORTS WRITER
After last week's rigorous five
game schedule, the women's soft-
ball team was able to take a much
needed late-season rest this week.
Trinity had only three games
to worry about this week, and fol-
lowing a Tuesday game with
Coast Guard the only thing that
stood between the Bants and a
spot in the NESCAC champi-
onship tournament was a Sunday
double header with Tufts.
But the fielding woes which
have been plaguing the team all
year proved to be too difficult for
the women to overcome as they
dropped all three games by only
one run.
The Coast Guard game is his-
torically a tough one for Trinity.
In the previous two seasons the
Bantams lost to the Bears by eight
or more runs, so this year they
were looking for some much-
needed redemption.
Coast Guard came into the
game with a 19-9 record, winning
nine of their last ten games, and
ranked as the number two team in
New England.
But the Bants were deter-
mined to grab control of the game
early. Trinity scored in the top of
the first inning as Alessandra
Diamantis '07 scored on a wild
pitch after walking and then
advancing on a single by fresh-
man pitcher/first basewoman Sara
Dougherty.
However they were not able
to hold onto their lead for long as
Coast Guard scored on an error in
the bottom half of the inning. The
game remained even until the bot-
tom of the final inning when
Coast Guard's Joan Pavlish came
through with a clutch two out
double driving in the game win-
ning ran and giving the Bears the
2-1 win.
The loss versus Coast Guard
dropped the Bantams to 10-9 and
set up a pivotal two game series
with the Tufts Jumbos in which
two wins clinch their spot in the
NESCAC championship tourna-
ment.
Trinity started off first game
with an offensive fury. Dougherty
hit an RBI single to score the first
run of the game and Sarah
Churchill '06 followed with a
two-run single.
Dougherty then connected on
her second hit of a day in the
third, a home-run blast over the
right field wall which propelled
the Bantams to a comfortable 4-1
lead.
But the Jumbos were able to
capitalize on Bantam errors to
score four un-earned runs with
see SOFTBALL on page 22
Chuck Pratt
Softball came up short, but continues to play well.
Jiiil






Baseball lost to Eastern Connecticut, but kept its momentum.
continued from page 24
three run lead in the second
inning and junior Billy Wise belt-
ed a home run to support
Trembaly who improves to 6-0 on
the year. In the second game of
the doubleheader Brendan
Timrnins '05 provided the game-
winning hit to break a 2-2 tie in
the eighth frame. RHP Joe
Westcott '05 went seven innings
to earn the victoiy on the mound
and righty Kyle Cox '06 added a
pair of scoreless innings of relief
work. Outfielder Angel Resto '04
also homered for Trinity.
Unfortunately, the one loss
during the Bants 12-1 hot streak
was against No.2 ranked Eastern
Connecticut State University and
was the last game they played.
Natale smashed another homerun
to give the Bantams a 2-0 lead in
the top of the first inning. The
Warriors chipped away slowly at
the Bants and took advantages of
three untimely Trinity errors to
score in the fourth inning. First
basemen Timmins added an RBI
double and finished 2-for-3 on the
day. Gabe Rotman '06 pitched
two innings of perfect relief
before Talpey came on in the
ninth. Rodday scattered six hits
and struck out four and walked
none over six innings.
The Bantams have a busy
couple of weeks ahead of them.
They start with Amherst home
tomorrow at 3:30. Four days later
Trinity plays a doubleheader with
Brandies at home. To round out
the week Trinity travels to
Middlebury on Apr. 25 to play a
doubleheader. The Bantams have
put themselves in a great position
to end the season, but right now
they must continue playing hard
and concentrate at the next five
games.
Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...
Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!I
Wednesday. April 21
Ford & Associates, Inc. — Analyst
Trinity College — Outreach Librarian; Career Services Information Assistant-PT
Cushman & Wakefield —Research Specialist
Friday. April 23
Sinai Temple — Temple Youth Group Advisor
Media Storm - Advertising and Consulting — Assistant Media Buyer
Monday. April 26
KirklandSearch — Mechanical Engineer
Stony Brook University (State University of New York) — Research Assistant
North Suffolk Mental Health Association — Research Interviewer
Tuesday, April 27
Trinity College — Software Applications Developer
Wednesday. April 28
Trinity College — Campus Safety Officer, Campus Safety Department
Thursday. April 29
Supreme Court of the United States — Police Officer
Friday. April 3Q
MassMutual Financial Group — JOB FAMILY PROFILES: Customer Service;
Financial/Qualitative; Insurance/Analytical; Credit Research Analyst; Leadership
Development - Internship & Full-time Opportunities; Project Management;
Technical/Information Systems
New York County. District Attorney's Office — Paralegal
Denver Rescue Mission — Christian Ministry Internships-Summer 2004
Bloomfield Racquet Club — Seasonal Attendant-PT
City of New York (New York City) — New York City Summer Internship
Program-2004
Media and Technology Charter High (MATCH) School — MATCH Corps: An
Urban Education Fellowship
i-Deal — Analyst Program
Pfizer, Inc. — Java Developer Intern
Capitol Moving & Storage/United Van Lines — Movers and Packers-Summer
2004
Margeotes Fertitta and Partners — Account Management
Veterans Affairs Medical Center-Bedford, MA — Research Laboratory Assistant
WTIC NewsTalk 1080 — Programming. Intern,
Environmental Risk Limited — Summer Lab Technician
Uni versity of Hartford'— Athletics Marketing Internship
America's Growth Capital —- Analyst - Investment Banking
Fidelity Investments — Sales Associate
Saturday. May 1
Yale University — Research Assistant/ Research Associate
Arden Theatre Co. — Arden Professional Apprentice (APA)
Berkshire Life Insurance Company of America — Marketing Services Department
Internship
Monday, May 3
Alternative Asset Investment Management, LLC — Finance Intern
Rockville United Methodist Church — Musician/Choir Director-PT
New York Life — Financial Agent
Peterson Environmental Consulting, Inc. — GIS Specialist; Archaeological Field/
Lab Technician
Yellowstone National Park/Yellowstone Park Service Stations (YPSS) — Various
Summer Positions-2004 '
Friday, May 7
Boys and Girls Club of Stamford — Youth Development Specialists (Counselors) -
Immediate and Summer Positions
Massachusetts Commission on the Status of Women — General, Legal, and
Advocacy Interns (Fall, Spring, Summer)
The Learning Project Elementary School — Teaching Internship
Sunday. May 9
Trinity College Conn. Policy and Economic Council — Program Assistant
Trinity Boys and Girls Club — Group Leaders
Center for Youth — After-School Activities Leader
Lojeri Productions, Inc. — Office Administration
Trinity College Special Academic Programs — Office Aid
Trinity College Engineering — Assistant Technician
Center for Youth — Tutor/Classroom Assistant
Southend Knightriders Youth Center, Inc. (S.K.Y.C) — Activity Specialist; Group
Leader
CREN — Research Assistant
Trinity College Library — Music & Media Services Student Assistant
All Aboard! — Office Assistant •
Thursday. May 13
Hello Club — Teaching English to Children in Japan
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 3:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job listings
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Softball Team Suffers Men's Lacrosse Team




Softball couldn't pull off a win, despite their best efforts.
continued from page 21
two outs on the Scoreboard in the bottom of
the third, to go ahead 5-4. The Jumbos
added another in the fourth, and that was all
they needed to hold on for the win, 6-5.
Dougherty commented on the team's
errors, "Anything can happen in Softball;
it's when you start thinking too much about
your play, that's when things can go
wrong."
The nightcap also played out to a close
final score. Tufts scored first on a throwing
error while tri-captain Deana Davidian '04
was attempting to steal third.
But the Bants countered with a run in
the fourth after Dougherty doubled into
right field and then was hit home on a
infield single by Laura Watson '06.
In the bottom of the seventh Jumbos
pinch hitter Laura Spring doubled,
advanced to second, and then eventually
scored on a suicide-squeeze bunt for the
game winning run to give Tufts the 2-1 vic-
tory and a series sweep.
In fact it was Dougherty who was the
shining star for the Bantams in the two
games. She went 6-6 in the series with four
runs scored, two RBI, a home run, her sec-
ond of the season, and only allowed four
hits and one earned run in her time on the
mound.
The losses dropped Trinity to 11-10 and
a 3-3 record in the NESCAC East. The
Bantams still have a chance to clinch their
first bid to the league tournament in years
with a sweep at Bowdoin next weekend.
Despite the two losses, there was a
sense that the team had played well.
"We have been playing well so far. We
have been in eveiy one of our games, it's
just the small things that have not really
been clicking for us," said Dougherty.
Upcoming Events;
Baseball
Amherst, Tuesday, Apr. 20, 3:30 p.m.
Brandeis (DH),- Friday, Apr. 21,1 p.m.
@ Middlebury, Saturday, Apr. 25, 12 p.m.
Springfield, Tuesday. Apr. 27, 3:30 p.m..
Softball
Wesleyan, Tuesday, Apr. 20, 3:30 p.m.
@ Bowdoin (DH), Saturday, Apr. 24, 1 p.m.
Western CT (DH), Monday, Apr. 26, 3:30 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse
@ Middlebury, Saturday, Apr. 24, 1 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse




Men's & Women's Track
and Field
@ Penn Relays, Tuesday,
Apr. 22, 10 a.m.
NESCAC Championship,
Saturday, Apr. 24, 10 a.m.




The Bantams faced the visiting Eastern
Connecticut State University Warriors on
Wednesday, Apr. 14. On paper it appeared
that the two teams were evenly matched, as
Trinity entered the game ranked eighth in
New England while Eastern Connecticut
was number nine. Unfortunately, the
Warriors pulled off an upset by defeating
the Bantams 11-6.
Eastern Connecticut took an early 3-0
lead in the first quarter of the game as Amir
Loghmaneih _ scored twice and Matt
Kowalsky posted a goal in the first 11 min-
utes of the game. Midfielder Coly Smith
'06 scored his first of three goals with 3:10
remaining in the first quarter to. put the
Bantams on the Scoreboard.
Trinity stayed in the game in the second
quarter scoring two goals and holding the
Smith ended the game with 3 goals and one
assist, while Skiff tallied a goal and an
assist. Kurtis Kahn '07 added a goal and
Chad Burdette '06 contributed an assist.
Trinity goalie Geoff Shaw '04 had 9 saves.
The team next traveled to
Williamstown, MA to take on the Williams
College Ephs on Saturday, Apr. 17. The
Ephs overpowered the Bantams and defeat-
ed Trinity 9-5. The game was very incon-
sistent. Trinity played well during certain
streaks of the game, but Williams took con-
trol at the end and sealed the win.
The Ephs came out strong in the game
and the Bantams found themselves down 0-
3 at the end of the first quarter. The Ephs
were playing very physically and their
aggressive start stunned the Bantams.
Williams scored just 38 seconds into the
game and then twice more before the quar-
ter was over. The second quarter, however,
belonged to Trinity, who roared out of the
Men's lacrosse fell to Williams on Saturday.
Warriors to three. Smith had another goal
and co-captain James Skiff '04 got one of
his own. The Bantams went into halftime
down 6-3, a margin they could easily close
in the second half.
Unfortunately, Eastern scored the first
three goals of the second half - the first two
by Kowalsky (who the Bantams were hav-
ing trouble stopping), to move out to a 9-3
lead with 19 minutes left in the game. The
Bantams were only able to put one ball in
the net during that third quarter and dug
themselves into a deep hole. "We had the
tools, we just didn't put it all together," said
co-captain Dan Bernardi '04.
Although the Bantams played the
Warriors even in the fourth and final quar-
ter, each team scoring two goals, it was too
late for Trinity to get the victory. The
Bants struggled all day, and were able to
score two consecutive goals only once dur-
ing the game. Tliis coming when the Bants
were down 11-4 in the final 15 minutes.
The Warriors scored their goals on only 25
shots, connecting on five of seven shots in
the second half.
. Trinity was unable to score on its three
extra-man opportunities, while Eastern
took full advantage of similar situations.
"We didn't play to our potential," said-
Bernardi; "It was an off game and a disap-
pointing loss." :
Trinity's top five scorers this year were
limited to two goals and an assist with top-
scorer Skiff s. only goal coming on transi-
tion early in.the second quarter. .The win
for Eastern avenges a 10-9 overtime loss at
Trinity last year. Eastern' has won five of
the last six times the teams have met.
www.trincoll.edu
first intermission and into the lead. Skiff,
Smith, Jake Dore '05, and Peter Mclntire
'06 all scored for the Bantams, as Trinity
took their only lead of the game into half-
time, 4-3.
After the halftime break, the Ephs
scored first in the third quarter to tie the
game 4-4. Midway through that same
quarter, with the score tied, the Eph's
offense began to control the ball. They
hung onto it and possessed it for about
three minutes, and then put it in the net to
break the deadlock. It was a huge goal for
them and gave them back their lead. The
Bantams ended the third quarter scoreless.
"It was a hard-fought game," said
Bernardi. "Our team put in a lot of effort
but we had a couple mental lapses in the
second half of the game - on the offensive
side and the defensive side."
William's Jaimie Lee put Trinity away
with two goals in the fourth quarter.
Trinity was only able to score once in that
quarter - Burdette scored with under two
minutes remaining in the game. In the sec-
ond half, Williams outscored Trinity 6-1
including six unanswered goals to take
control of the game. They also forced the
Bantams' goalkeeper, Shaw, to make 18
saves and put him under a barrage of 36
shots. :.
"We made a. lot of mistakes against
Eastern and Williams," stated Bernardi.
"But we face Wesleyan next and we plan to
put everything together for that game. If
we beat them we'll make it into the
NESCAC tournament so we're going to put
in all of dur, effort and come out with a
win."
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Crew Teams Continue Wheaton Comes Back
Very Succesful Season
continued from page 24
ond victory over Tufts in the 1875-meter
race.
In the men's competition, it was an
undefeated day for the Bantams. In the
first 1875-meter race, Trinity beat the
Coast Guard Academy by well over six.
seconds.
Then it was the novice's turn. In their
first 1875 of the day, the Bantams trounced
Coast Guard by over 20 seconds, and later
put an even worse beating on Tulane, win-
ning by nearly 40 seconds. The day fin-
ished with the men's number two novice-
eight boat -winning by 20 seconds over
Coast Guard in the 1875-meter race, and by
20 seconds over Boston College in the
1250-meter race.
As men's assistant coach Mike
Blanchette explained, "All we're really
looking for is for Our guys to race to their
potential. The only boat we can control is
our own, and we've been very pleased with
their performance thus far."
Trinity looked to carry this momentum
into their next race, Apr. 10, where they
met up with Holy Cross, The University of
Massachusetts, Smith, the University of
Rhode Island and Mt. Holyoke at Lake
Quinsigamond in Worcester, Mass. The
Bantams dominated, winning five out of
the eight races of the day.
The women's varsity-eight started off
the day with a second place finish, just six
seconds behind Smith college and over 14
seconds ahead of the next finisher, Holy
Cross. Then it was the novices' turn on the
water, and they dominated both on the
women's and the men's sides. The
women's team won by over 13 seconds
over Smith, and their number-two boat beat
Smith by nearly 20 seconds.
The men's team nearly went home with
a clean sweep for the day. In the varsity-
eights, the Bantams beat out URI by nearly
four seconds, followed by Holy Cross in
third and UMass in fourth.
The men's novice-eight would take
their race by nearly 30 seconds, beating out
Holy Cross and UMass. Their only loss
came in the men's varsity-fours, where
they fell to UMass.
This past Saturday, the Bantams were
back in Worcester for races against WPI,
the University of New Hampshire, and
Bates College. Although they don't want to
look past next weekends race against
Wesleyan and Conn. College, both squads.
are eyeing the New England
Championships on Saturday, May 1, again
at Lake Quinsigamond in Worcester. The
women's program won New England's last
year, and is looking to repeat the accom-
plishment this year.
As women's head coach Lyllah Martin
told the Tripod, "I think we're going to do
very well. We won last year with great rac-
ing and this has influenced everything in
our program, right from the start of training
this fall."
She also spoke on the bright future of
the program, saying "There's been so much
great momentum this year. We have an
undefeated novice team, and I can only
imagine the program will continue to
expand and develop."
in OT to Beat Bantams
continued from page 24
game at 12-12. Trinity, after 50 minutes of
incredible play, were held off by Wheaton
and the regulation clock expired with the
teams in a tie.
Overtime started out scoreless until
Wheaton scored to take the lead for the first
time in the game. Trinity answered with a
goal of her own, but with 11 seconds left of
the three-minute overtime, Wheaton made
a play of gut-wrenching luck and intensity,
taking the ball from Trinity's possession,
passing it toward Trinity's net, and neatly
evading two Bantam defenders for the
game-winning goal. The final score of 14-
13 marked Wheaton's third straight win,
making them 11-2 and sixth in New
England.
Despite the loss, Trinity's showing was
strong and they played well. Junior Bea
Gratry posted a game-high eight goals,
Tracy Nesbit '05 posted two, and sopho-
mores Meredith Murphy, Katie Neil, and
Christine Ryan added one each to the tally.
In the net, Alexandra Benjamin '04 stopped
five goals in 7:30 of playing time, and
freshman Kate McNerney stopped seven
shots in her 58:30 on the field.
Saturday was another tough game for
Trinity; they faced the Williams College
Ephs in Williamstown and suffered another
loss.
In the first half, the Bantams outscored
the Ephs, who are second in New England
and seventh in the nation; the score going
into intermission was 5-4. However, in the
first 10 minutes of the second stanza,
Williams scored four goals, followed by
another five in the following 20 minutes.
Trinity responded with two more goals of
their own, but it wasn't enough to chal-
lenge the Ephs, who posted their sixth
straight win with a score of 13-7. Williams
is now 8-2 overall, and 6-0 in the
NESCAC. Trinity falls to 5-6 overall and
3-4 in the NESCAC after its third straight
loss.
On the Bantam offense, Walsh scored
three goals, Gratry two, and Neil and Ryan
posted one apiece. Benjamin played the
entire game, making 16 saves in the goal.
Despite the three straight losses to
NESCAC teams, Trinity's women remain
optimistic.
"We had two tough losses against
Wheaton (in overtime) and Williams, but
if we can pull a few loose strings together
we will win our next two against Wesleyan
and Bowdoin. They're both definitely beat-
able we will just need to play at a high
intensity for the full 60 minutes and not let
down. With each game we make different
mistakes and learn how to fix them so we
should be able to bring it all together and
finish this season strong," said Kara
Takesuye '06.
Trinity's last home game, against
Wesleyan, is Tuesday, Apr. 20 on Robin L.
Sheppard field at 7 p.m.
Their final regular season game is
Bowdoin, which will be played in Maine
on Saturday, Apr. 24.
The NESCAC Championship tourna-
ment begins the following Sunday and runs
through May 2 at locations to be deter-
mined.








CHEESE PIZZA SALADS SIDE ORDERS
14" Medium S8.99 16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on Med. S1.30 on Large
Bacon Hamburger Pepperoni Broccoli
Garlic Onions Spinach Tomatoes
Mushrooms Sausage Eggplant Anchovies
Ricotfa Cherry Olives Peppers
Peppers
Additional Toppings: $2.00 eaclt (<i H«M uma nma)
Medtai Urge
HOUSE SPECIAL $11.99 ...$15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperani, mushroom, onions,
peppers
CHICKEN PESTO $11.99 ,.........,.$14.99
Fresh momrella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Paste Sauce .
SHRIMP PESTO $11.98 ............514.99
Fresh Mozzaf etla, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto Sauce
WHITE PIE .$9.99 .,,,..,.....$11.99
fi&sh Mozzareiia, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano, and olive oil
WHITE CLAM MM 411.88
Saby dams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
two olive oil
RANCH CHICKEN $11.99 ......—$14.99
Fresh Mozzarells, fresh Chicken, garlic, onions,




Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, olives and
cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD... .$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, leuuce tomatoes, eucumbeis,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTG... , $8.99
Salami, pepperani, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers, lettuce and
tomatoes
TUNA SALAD $5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD ..$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green pappsts
CAESAR SALAD $6.75
With Chicken Breast... ,.$7.75
TOSSED SALAD Lrg,$4.50. Sm.$2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Raitchjhousam) island,
itatlan.Creamy Italian, Greek Caesar





loKe, Orange,Sprite, Lemonade, P«psi7~
Snapple, Water, Orangfna, Appte Juice &
Orange Juice
Smal u M i aINGS (MiW, Hot, BBQltiO)..— , .......
MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS ...L
GARLIC BREAO VMTH CHEESE (16").,

















COOKED SALAMI $4.50 ..$9.00
PASTRAMI .~.4.50 ,..,9.00
GENOA ...,..„..„.„... 4.50 ....9.00
HAM .............. .. 4.50 ..,.9.00
TURKEY , ....4.50 ....9.00
PEPPERONI .„., 4.50 ,,..9,00
ROAST BEEF. 4.50 ...,9,00
TUNA .„„...„.„„... „ .....4.50 ,...9.00
COMBO (2 kinds of above)... ...4.50 ,,.,9.00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA .......4.50 ....9.00
CHtCKEN CUTLIT... ..........4.50 ....9.00
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA ,,.,......4.50 ....9.00
VEAL PARMIGIANA .,..„ ~....4.S0 ....9.00
VEAL CUTLET „. ........4.50 ,...9.00
STEAK/CHEESE .,...„ 4.50 ,..,9.00
MEATBALLS -.... w— 4.50 ....9.00
SAUSAGE ............ . 4.50 ....3.0G
FISH „, .,,...4.50 ..,.9.00
B.L.T ...4.50 ,...9.00
VEGGIE/CHEESE . 4.50 -.9.00
ITALIAN ......4,99 ....9.98
PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITIwrfH SAUCE ,..§6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZtTI WITH MEATBALLS........7.99
SPAGHETTI OR Z3T1VHTH SAUSAGE ....7.93
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA......7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WETH PASTA ........8.95
VfiAL PARMIGtANA WITH PASTA .7.99
BAKED Z!TI , ...7.99
STUFFED SHELLS • 7.99
MEATRAVIOU , 7.99
CHEESE RAVIOLI 7.99
Includes salad and roll
CALZONES
Calzones.. ,...5.75
Each additional item .75
FRIED CHICKEN & SEAFOOD
Fried Shrimp 7,50
Bsh & Cbfps , .....7.50
4 Pieces Fried Chicken ,...,7,50
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[ With one Topping and ]
j Medium Cheese Pizza t Get a Second Large t
i or 2 Cans of Soda i Cheese for ' OFF
FREE i FREE j $#*sld \a*wtit
Buy
Grinder and Get
1 Bag of Chips & 1
Can of Soda
FREE
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Tennis Team Falls to Williams Crew Maintains
Perfect SeasonA. PETER DACEYSPORTS WRITER
Every team starts the
season with designs on
winning every game, going
undefeated. For many, that
dream ends immediately,
and, for most, at some time
throughout the season. For
the men's tennis team, last
Saturday at Williams, the
dream was lost. However,
the true measure of the
great teams is their ability
to jump back from such set-
backs, and Trinity looks
poised and ready to contin-
ue with the season's suc-
cess.
The team walked on to
the enemy's courts after
having a remarkable run,
beginning the season 13-0.
Despite their amazing
record, the Bants still
entered the match with only
the number seven ranking
schedule.
For the Bantams, this
game was the first big test
of the season. "This match
against Williams is very,
very important, we feel we
have a real chance, some-
thing that we never really
had before", said Csaba
Godry '04.
Godry would have the
only win that day, pulling
through in three sets 6-4 2-
6 6-1.There were some
tough battles, with Jimmie
Ames '06 losing in three,
7-6 (7-3) 6-4, and Brian
"Marsden '07 losing by two
points in each set, 6-4 7-5.
Marsden and Jonathan Hart
'06 fought hard for the first
point of the double match,
9-8 (10-2), which Williams
would eventually win.
Although the team was
unable to win the match, it
proved to skeptics that it is
Chuck Pratt
Paul Baumgartner '06 in recent action.
in the northeast, and the no.
23 rank in the nation.
Williams, meanwhile,
entered as the nation's sev-
enth ranked team, despite
their 7-5 record, having
fallen victim to a difficult
indeed ready to tango with
the big boys. Such skepti-
cism of, Trinity's success
can be seen in the team's 5-
1 blowout of Rochester the
previous Sunday. The
Bantams actually entered
the match ranking three
spots lower in the northeast
than Rochester, but showed
they could more than han-
dle them.
Another factor in the
loss was the weather the
previous week. Trinity had
matches against Amherst
and MIT rained out on
Tuesday and Thursday,
respectively, and one can-
not help but think that they
came out a bit cold from
the prolonged period off.
"We didn't have the same
energy asjwg did earlier in
the season", said Godry.
However, a loss is a
loss, and the team still has
games on the schedule,
including the rescheduled
matches against MIT and
Amherst, both powerful
teams. But the Bantams
seem ready. "Everyone is
taking a great approach to
the loss", said Godry. "It's
going to fire us up".
Looking ahead, MIT
comes to Trinity today, and
then the team gets a shot at
avenging their only loss
when the team travels back
to Williams for the
NESCAC Championships.
The post-season begins on
Apr. 23' with the NESCAC
Championships, and on
May 12 everyone travels to




It has been quite an
impressive season for the
men's and women's varsity
crew programs, and with
the achievements of their
respective novice pro-
grams, look for this success
to become an annual occur-
rence. The crew program
worked hard all winter long
to get into shape for the
extremely demanding
spring season. Mar. 27,
in the 1875-meter race, the
varsity-eight boat came in a
close second with a time of
6:58:8. They fell just short
of the Coast Guard, who
finished with a time of
6:55:4 and way ahead of
Mt. Holyoke, with a time of
7:14:2. Leading the
women's varsity-eight are




two varsity-eight boat beat
out Mt. Holyoke in 1875-
mmm.
(SoastjOuartii
Trinity met up with Yale
University's number-three
boats. It proved to be quite
a match, with Yale just edg-
ing out the Bantams in each
event. Beaten but not
bruised, the boats looked to
redeem themselves the fol-
lowing weekend, Saturday,
Apr. 3. They met up with
Tufts, Coast Guard, and
Mt. Holyoke at the Tufts
University Rowing Center,
on the Maiden River, in
Medford, Mass.
On the women's side,
meter race by 11 seconds,
and then won the 1500-
meter race by four seconds
over Coast Guard. In the
Varsity-4 race, the lady
Bantams finished just
behind Tufts, who won the
1875-meter race with a
time of 8:39:0.
In the novice races, the
women lost close races to
both Tulane and Coast
Guard, but finished the day
off strong with an 18-sec-
see
Women's Lax Loses Two
ERIN BARCLAY
SPORTS WRITER
After two more games
last week, Trinity women's
lacrosse is only two games
in oneChampionship
week.
Last • Wednesday the
Bantams faced the
Wheaton College Lyons at
Wheaton's Keefe Field.
den and intense three-
minute burst, the Bantams
scored four unmatched
goals to jump to a 5-1 lead.
When the Lyons tried to
catch up, scoring two more
Baseball Continues Roll
Bantams Destroy Colby en Route to 12-1 Hot Streak
DAVE BUCCO
away from closing their
season and turning their
attention to the NESCAC
The first nine minutes of
the game saw the teams
locked at 1-1, but in a sud-
Chuck Pratt
Elizabeth Walsh '04 takes the ball to the net.
goals for a 5-3 tally, Trinity
tossed in two goals of their
own, and the score at the
half was 7-3.
Six minutes into the
second half, Wheaton
scored another pair of goals
to cut Trinity's lead, but the
Bantams again retaliated
with six of the next seven
goals to put them out 11-6
with a little over 14 min-
utes to play.
The next four minutes
were scoreless, and with 10
minutes to go, the Lyons
suddenly showed up for the
game and scored five goals
in nine minutes to tie the
see WHEATON on page 23
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity College
baseball team has been on a
roll going 12-1 over their
past thirteen games. Since
last week Trinity swept
Colby, winning three
games by the scores of 15-
13, 5-2, and 12-2. Tri-cap-
tain Eric Shattenkirk '04
lead this offensive jugger-
naut with three hits in the
first game, including a dou-
ble and three RBI's. Trinity
opened with an early eight
run lead before allowing
five Colby runs in the fifth
inning. Trinity never trailed
throughout the game and
Greg Talpey '06 sealed the
deal for the Bants, getting
the final two outs for his
fourth save. Jeff Natale '05
continued his hot hitting,
contributing two doubles
and scoring three runs,
while classmate Aaron
www.trincoll.edu
Andrew Fries '05 slides home to score for the Bants.
Goldstein added a homer.
In the second game, right-
hander Mark Tremblay '05
picked up where he left off,
allowing six hits and two
runs over seven innings in a
complete game effort to
anchor Trinity's 5-2 win.
Trinity also crushed Colby
in the second game for the
doubleheader sweep. These
two wins clinched first
place in the NESCAC East
for the regular season and
will defend its NESCAC
Championshi title at
home in the NESCAC
C h a m p i o n s h i p
Tournament in May.
Trinity jumped out to a
see BASEBALL on page 21
Men's Lacrosse con-
tinues to struggle on
page 22
INSIDE SPORTS
Softball's poor fielding con-
tribute to tough losses page 21
Women's Lacrosse loses tough
game in overtime page 22
Trinity Crew place
well over the week-
end on page 23
